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Abstract of the Dissertation
Production and Perception of English Word-final Stops by Korean Speakers
by
Jungyeon Kim
Doctor of Philosophy
in
Linguistics
Stony Brook University
2018
One puzzle in loanword adaptation involves a situation where a foreign structure is changed
even when the original structure would be legal in the borrowing language. An example of this
apparently unnecessary repair is the tendency to insert a vowel after a word-final stop in
English borrowed words into Korean (e.g., peak → [phikh]), even when the forms would be
pronounceable in Korean, since native Korean words may end in stops. The goal of this
dissertation is to investigate the effects of different linguistic factors on the likelihood of vowel
insertion and to determine whether this unmotivated vowel insertion derives from the
misperception of English words or from a production grammar maintaining perceptual
similarity between the English form and Korean pronunciation. The linguistic factors that this
work examines are: (i) primary factors: stop release, stop voicing, and tenseness of pre-stop
vowel, (ii) secondary factors: stop place and final stress, and (iii) other factors: morphological
alternation and word size. I separate out the effects of these factors in a series of experiments
designed to help in deciding between the adaptation-in-perception approach vs. the adaptationin-production approach.
The experiments that I conducted for my study were: (i) a production task, where Korean
speakers were asked to listen to English nonce words ending in a stop and to repeat what they
heard; (ii) a syllable counting task, in which Korean speakers listened to English nonce words
ending in a stop and indicated the number of syllables they heard in each word; (iii) a
categorization task, where Korean listeners heard English nonce words ending in a stop or a
stop followed by a vowel and categorized each word as consonant-final or vowel-final; and (iv)
a similarity judgment task, in which Korean speakers listened to a triplet consisting of an
English stop-final form and two Korean forms, one ending in a stop and one ending in stopvowel, and indicated which of the two Korean forms the English form sounded more similar
to. The results of these different tasks indicate that unnecessary vowel insertion is not a
straightforward outcome that happens in adaptation but an intricate linguistic phenomenon that
involves the complex interaction of perception and production.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

When words are borrowed from one language to another, they frequently undergo
adaptations to comply with the phonological structure of the recipient language (RL). However,
some loanword patterns cannot easily be accounted for by the RL phonological grammar. One
of those patterns involves what has been referred to as unnecessary repair by Peperkamp
(2005), where a foreign structure is changed even when the original structure would have been
legal in the RL (Golston & Yang 2001; Kang 2003; Peperkamp 2005). 1 This dissertation
considers the basis of one example of apparently unnecessary repair by investigating the
tendency to insert a vowel after a word-final stop in English words borrowed into Korean (e.g.,
peak → [phikh]). This vowel insertion is apparently unmotivated because native Korean words
may end in stops and thus English word-final stops would be pronounceable in Korean.
This dissertation considers two possible approaches to explaining this vowel insertion:
adaptation-in-production vs. adaptation-in-perception. The adaptation-in-production approach
generally assumes that loanword adapters store the surface form of the source language and the
production grammar performs the adaptation to the native phonology (Paradis & LaCharité
1997; Jacob & Gussenhoven 2000; Steriade 2001, 2008; Yip 2002, 2006; Kang 2003;
Kenstowicz 2003, 2007; Fleischhacker 2005; LaCharité & Paradis 2005; Kawahara 2006; Miao
2006; Shinohara 2006; Kang et al. 2008; Paradis & LaCharité 2008; Paradis & Tremblay 2009;
among others). That is, the phonetic form of the original structure is faithfully taken as the
abstract underlying representation and loan adaptations are then transformations produced by
the phonological process in production.
To account for why even accurately perceived forms are sometimes transformed, some
researchers appeal to perceptual factors and subphonemic details in explaining adaptation
patterns using the production grammar (Steriade 2001; Yip 2002, 2006; Kang 2003;
Other puzzling patterns in loanword adaptation include differential faithfulness (Davidson & Noyer
1997; Ito & Mester 2001; Broselow 2009), retreat to the unmarked (Shinohara 2000; Kenstowicz 2005;
Kenstowicz & Suchato 2006), and ranking reversals (Kenstowicz 2005; Peperkamp et al. 2008;
Broselow 2009). For a review, see Kang (2011).
1
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Kenstowicz 2003; Fleischhacker 2005; Kawahara 2006; Miao 2006; Shinohara 2006; Kang et
al. 2008). On the perceptual similarity approach, originally proposed by Steriade (2001),
speakers possess knowledge of perceptual similarity (P-map) between foreign and native
sounds, and perceptual factors are incorporated into grammatical constraints that can be ranked
with respect to other grammatical constraints. For example, the perceptual similarity approach
argues that Korean speakers insert a vowel following an English final released stop to maintain
perceptual similarity between the English form and the Korean adaptation since a stop plus
vowel is the perceptually closest Korean structure to the English stop release. That is, this
hypothesis assumes that loan adaptation is done by sophisticated adapters who have the ability
to accurately perceive foreign sounds and choose the closest native language structure by
means of a P-map which exists as a component of their grammar (Steriade 2001).
An alternative approach to accounting for unnecessary vowel insertion is the adaptationin-perception approach. This view claims that loanword adaptations take place during the
perception of foreign inputs and not in the production grammar (Silverman 1992; Dupoux et
al. 1999; Peperkamp & Dupoux 2003; Vendelin & Peperkamp 2004; Peperkamp 2005; Kabak
& Idsardi 2007; Peperkamp et al. 2008; Boersma & Hamann 2009; Broselow 2009; Calabrese
2009; Padgett 2010; de Jong & Park 2012; Kwon 2017; among others). The adaptation-inperception approach, like the perceptual similarity approach, argues that loanword mapping is
essentially perceptually based and that acoustic details crucially play a role in perceptually
matching foreign forms with native forms. However, this approach differs from the perceptual
similarity approach in that the set of adaptations includes not only a mapping to native segments
and tones but also a mapping to native syllables, which allows vowel insertion in perception
(Peperkamp 2005; Peperkamp et al. 2008; Boersma & Hamann 2009). For example, Boersma
& Hamann (2009) consider perception-driven adaptations with grammatical tools to be part of
a perception grammar which listeners use in assigning a phonological representation to an
auditory form.
While researchers take various positions on the role of perception in loanword adaptation,
most generally agree that even if perception cannot account for all effects, it does play a special
role. Overall, the adaptation-in-perception approach makes the powerful empirical prediction
that loanword adaptation is closely connected to perception.
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The present study
Korean has a three-way laryngeal contrast in stops: voiceless unaspirated, voiceless
aspirated, and voiceless tense. As shown in (1), only voiceless unaspirated stops are allowed in
final position, with all three categories realized as voiceless unaspirated in this position.

(1) Final stops in native Korean
a. Final unaspirated stops
/pap/
→
[pap]
/kot/
→
[kot]
/mok/ →
[mok]

‘meal’
‘soon’
‘neck’

b. Neutralization in final position
/aph/
→ [ap]
‘front’
h
/pat /
→ [pat]
‘field’
/pukh/ → [puk] ‘kitchen’
/pak’/
→ [pak]
‘outside’
Considering the fact that voiceless unaspirated stops may occur word-finally in Korean, we
would expect that words borrowed from English that end in a voiceless stop would be adapted
as ending in a Korean voiceless unaspirated stop, a legal Korean structure. It is therefore
surprising to find that loanwords frequently depart from the English structure in two ways: the
English final stop is realized as aspirated, and a vowel is inserted after the final stop, as shown
in (2).

(2) Loanword phonology: Adaptation of final voiceless stops as aspirated stop plus vowel
rope
→ [loph]
knit
→ [nith]
peak
→ [phikh]

This vowel insertion is a case of unnecessary repair, which this dissertation aims to investigate.
One explanation, along the lines of the perceptual similarity approach, proposed by Kang (2003)
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following Steriade (2001), assumes that Korean speakers accurately perceive the English forms,
but they insert a vowel in their production in order to maintain perceptual similarity between
the English and Korean forms. Kang focuses on two perceptual factors favoring vowel insertion
after English word-final postvocalic stops: stop release and stop voicing. Release is relevant
because word-final stops in Korean are never released (Huh 1965; Kim 1971; Chung 1986),
while English word-final stops are variably released (Gimson 1980; Crystal & House 1988;
Byrd 1992). Kang claims that because stop release in English is acoustically similar to the
epenthetic vowel inserted after an English final stop in Korean, vowel insertion serves to make
the Korean output of final stop-vowel perceptually close to English final released stops.
Voicing is relevant because as the examples in (3) illustrate, English final voiced stops are
frequently also adapted with an inserted vowel.

(3) Loanword phonology: Adaptation of final voiced stops
tube
→ [thjub]
pad
→ [phd]
smog → [smog]

The only position in which voiced stops can occur in Korean is between sonorants, where
voiceless unaspirated stops are allophonically voiced:

(4) Voicing alternation in Korean
a.
b.
c.

[pap]
[pabl]
[kot]
[kodi]
[mok]
[mogi]

/pap/
/pap-l/
/kot/
/kot-i/
/mok/
/mok-i/

‘meal’
‘meal-ACC’
‘soon’
‘soon after’
‘neck’
‘neck-NOM’

Kang argues that insertion of a vowel after a voiced obstruent maintains perceptual similarity
between the English and Korean forms by placing the voiced stop in a context in which voicing
is legal in Korean.
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An alternative approach to accounting for this vowel insertion, the adaptation-in-perception
approach, differs from the perceptual similarity approach in that it does not assume that a vowel
is inserted in the mapping from UR to SR, but instead that the vowel is already present in the
L2 speakers’ interpretation of the L2 surface form. The following chart shows the different
mechanisms of loan adaptation in the two approaches.

(5) Mechanisms
L2 acoustic signal

Adaptation-in-production

Adaptation-in-perception

English peak [+release]

English peak [+release]

phik[+release]

phikh

Input to L1 production grammar

phik

phikh

Output of L1 production grammar

phikh

phikh

Listener’s interpretation of L2: SR

In fact, the loanword data shown in (2) and (3) is compatible with either of the two analyses
since both approaches predict that Korean speakers will mispronounce an English word ending
in a stop. Thus, the only way to tease the two hypotheses apart is to test whether Korean
speakers actually do perceive final released stops as a stop plus vowel.
Several other factors have also been identified as increasing the likelihood of vowel
insertion in coda position (Hirano 1994; Rhee & Choi 2001; Jun 2002; Kang 2003; Iverson &
Lee 2006; Boersma & Hamann 2009; de Jong & Cho 2012; Kwon 2017). This dissertation
examines the effects of those factors, which have been grouped into different categories
depending on their characteristics. Primary factors are those which involve acoustic
characteristics that can plausibly directly affect the perception of English final stops by Korean
listeners. This category includes the release and voicing of the final stop and the tenseness of
the vowel preceding the final stop. Secondary factors are those that contribute to the likelihood
that a final stop will be released in English; these include the place of articulation of the final
stop and the presence of stress in the syllable containing the final stop. Other factors include
morphological alternation and phonological markedness, which are not direct perceptual
factors, but where vowel insertion can make the relationship between underlying and surface
representations consistent with Korean phonology or can transform English monosyllables to
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the more unmarked disyllabic word size.

(6) Factors contributing to vowel insertion
Groups

Linguistic factors
Stop release

Primary factors

Stop voicing
Vowel tenseness

Secondary factors

Stop place (labials vs. dorsals)
Final stress

Other factors

Morphological alternation (t-s alternation for coronals)
Phonological markedness (word size)

I will separate out the effects of all these factors in a series of experiments designed to decide
between the adaptation-in-perception approach vs. the adaptation-in-production approach. In
other words, does Korean speakers’ vowel insertion derive from their perception of an illusory
vowel or does it result from their desire to maintain perceptual similarity between an accurately
perceived form in English and the adapted form in Korean? The different experimental tasks
discussed in this dissertation will test the effects of each factor in Korean speakers’ production
and perception of English nonce forms.
I conducted a number of different studies to investigate production and perception by
Korean speaking learners of English. First, in an L2 production experiment, Korean speakers
heard English nonce forms ending in a stop and repeated what they heard. I also conducted
three different perception experiments: a syllable counting task, a categorization task, and a
similarity judgment task. In the syllable counting task, Korean speakers listened to English
nonce words ending in a stop and indicated the number of syllables they heard in each word.
This task can probe occurrence of perceptual epenthesis, assuming that syllable counting is
associated with the number of vocalic segments in a stimulus and thus an indicator of
perception of an illusory vowel. For instance, if a listener indicates a two-syllable response
after listening to a monosyllabic stimulus ending in a released stop, it would suggest that the
listener perceives two vocalic segments and the final released stop is parsed in intervocalic
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position between a preceding vowel and an epenthetic vowel. This experimental technique has
been widely used in various studies (Lim 2003; Berent et al. 2007; Coetzee 2010; de Jong &
Park 2012).
In the categorization task, Korean listeners heard English nonce words ending in a stop or
a stop followed by a vowel, and categorized each word as consonant-final or vowel-final.
Finally, in a similarity judgment experiment, Korean speakers heard a triplet consisting of an
English stop-final form and two Korean forms, one ending in a stop and one ending in stopvowel, and indicated which of the two Korean forms the English form sounded more similar
to. This similarity judgment task is different from the other two perception tasks in that it is
more directly connected to conscious judgments of perceptual similarity between native and
foreign forms rather than direct perception. Also, the similarity judgment task specifically
asked participants to compare English vs. Korean nonce forms and not just to hear English
forms alone.
The overall results of the different experiments turned out to be somewhat mixed. The
results of all three perception experiments were more compatible with the adaptation-inperception approach than with the adaptation-in-production approach, showing that three
linguistic factors—release and voicing of the final stop, and tenseness of the vowel preceding
the final stop—had a significant effect in the online perception of Korean listeners. I expected
to see the influence of these three factors since they involve acoustic cues that can directly
affect Korean listeners' perception of C vs. CV. This result confirmed that Korean L2 speakers
do interpret the foreign auditory forms according to the meaning of the acoustic cues in their
native language. However, my experimental results showed that the other factors that are less
directly related to perception may also play a role in loan adaptation although they did not show
consistent effects. Thus, it is hard to simply conclude that unnecessary vowel insertion derives
only from either misperception by Korean speakers or their accurate perception based on the
knowledge of perceptual similarity. In fact, the phenomenon of unnecessary repair is not a
straightforward outcome that happens in adaptation but a very complex process involving
different levels of perception, processing, and production.
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Chapter 2
Production Errors

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the production of English words ending in a
stop by Korean native speakers and to determine whether the speakers inserted a vowel
following the English final stop. In this chapter, I report on two different studies: a survey and
a production experiment. The survey analyzes the production patterns of English final stops in
a corpus of Korean loanwords from English. In the production experiment, Korean and English
speakers heard English nonce forms and repeated what they heard. The corpus study found that
49% of words showed vowel insertion. In contrast, the transcriptions of the Korean productions
by English native speakers showed vowel insertion in only 5% of productions. However, the
pronunciation of English final stops showed burst noise intervals that were significantly longer
for Korean speakers than for English speakers. In the following section, I introduce the Korean
sound system and phonotactics of stop consonants and the factors that have been claimed to
affect the likelihood of vowel insertion.

2.1 Korean Sound System
I start with a description of the Korean sound system. As shown in the phoneme inventory
below, Korean has a three-way laryngeal contrast in stops in onset position: lax, aspirated and
tense.

(1) Phoneme inventory of Korean (Kang 2003: 222)
p
ph p’ t
th
t’
k
kh k’
ts tsh ts’
s
s’
h
m

n
L

i







u
o




j

w

Aspirated and tense stops do not occur in final position, where they are realized as unaspirated.
As shown in the examples in (2), Korean does not allow word-final stops to be released.
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(2) Final stops in Korean
a. Final unaspirated stops
/pap/
→
[pap]
/kot/
→
[kot]
/kk/ →
[kk]

‘meal’
‘soon’
‘guest’

b. Neutralization in final position2
/aph/
→
‘front’
[ap]
h
/pat /
→
‘field’
[pat]
/pukh/ →
[puk] ‘kitchen’
/pak’/ →
‘outside’
[pak]

As shown in (3), Korean does not have a voicing contrast although lax stops become
allophonically voiced between sonorants. Examples given in (3) show voicing alternations for
each place of articulation.

(3) Voicing alternation in Korean
[thop]
[thobl]
[pat]
[padara]
[yak]
[yagi]

a.
b.
c.

/thop/
/thop-l/
/pat-/
/pat-ala/
/yak/
/yak-i/

‘saw’ (noun)
‘saw-ACC’
‘to receive’
‘Receive! (imperative)’
‘medicine’
‘medicine-NOM’

Even though final stops are permitted in Korean, vowels are often inserted after final stops in
words borrowed from English, even after final voiceless stops. It has been proposed that several
factors influence the likelihood of vowel insertion in this position (Hirano 1994; H. Kang 1996;
O. Kang 1996; Rhee & Choi 2001; Jun 2002; Y. Kang 2003). The proposed relevant factors are
summarized in Table 2.1.

2

There are no existing words ending in /p’/ or /t’/ in Korean, which are considered an accidental gap.
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Table 2.1. Factors affecting possibility of vowel insertion after English final stops3
Factors
Vowel
tenseness
Stop voicing
Stop place
Final stress
Word size

Observations
Vowel insertion is more likely when the
vowel preceding the final stop is tense
than when it is lax.
Vowel insertion is more likely when the
final stop is voiced than when it is
voiceless.
Vowel insertion is more likely when the
final stop is coronal than when it is labial
or dorsal.
Vowel insertion is more likely when the
final syllable is stressed.
Vowel insertion is more likely when the
word is monosyllabic.

Examples (Appendix 1)
Lax: step → sthp
Tense: state → sthith
Voiceless: plot → phllot
Voiced: plug → phllg
Labial/dorsal: cap/bag → khp/pk
Coronal: bat → pth
Unstressed: handbag → hndbk
Stressed: handmade → hndmid
Polysyllabic: moonlight → munlait
Monosyllabic: light → laith

2.2 Survey
In this section, I report on a study of vowel insertion after a word-final stop in Korean
loanwords borrowed from English. I describe vowel insertion patterns in this position based on
material compiled in publications of the National Academy of the Korean Language (2001;
2002; 2007a, b; 2010).4 I first discuss the overall frequency of vowel insertion and previous
proposals about which linguistic factors affect insertion. Then I discuss the frequency of each
production pattern of English final stops (vowel insertion, no vowel insertion, and optional
vowel insertion) in loanwords for vowel tenseness, stop voicing, stop place, word size, and
final stress.5
The analysis of the corpus data was based on 540 Korean loanwords from English whose
English source word ends in a stop, a corpus that I collected from loanword lists published by

In addition to the generalizations given in Table 2.1, there exist many examples that are inconsistent
with each observation (e.g., plot ends in a coronal stop but a vowel is not inserted, bat has a voiceless
final stop but a vowel is inserted, and so on).
4
Kang (2003) used a loanword list published in 1991 by the National Academy of the Korean Language
where the list contained loans gathered from books published in 1990. The corpus complied for the
current study is more recent since the loanwords were collected from sources published in the 2000s.
5
Two additional factors besides these five, stop release and input channel (auditory vs. visual inputs),
have been identified in the literature. According to previous proposals, vowel insertion is more likely
to apply when the final stop in oral inputs is released than when it is unreleased (Hirano 1996; Rhee &
Choi 2001; Y. Kang 2003), and when English words are presented in written form than when they are
given in oral form (Jun 2002). However, it is not possible to analyze the contribution of these two factors
in this analysis because the data consists of established loanwords gathered from books.
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the National Academy of the Korean Language (2001; 2002; 2007a, b; 2010). Out of 540
English words with a final stop, 264 were consistently adapted with final vowel insertion and
214 were consistently adapted without final vowel insertion, while 62 were variably adapted
both with and without vowel insertion. The frequency of each of these three patterns of vowel
insertion in the corpus is displayed in Figure 2.1. The complete list of loanwords is provided

Percentage of words

in Appendix 1.

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

49%

40%

11%

Vowel insertion

No vowel insertion

Optional vowel
insertion

Figure 2.1. Adaptation patterns of English words ending in a stop (Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals)

In order to determine the importance of each property, the loanword frequency was
calculated using Pearson’s chi-squared test in R (R Development Core Team 2016). The
dependent variable was the adaptation pattern (vowel insertion, no vowel insertion, or optional
vowel insertion). All the attributes of the factors were coded using treatment coding, i.e., LAX:
lax = 0, tense = 1; TENSE: tense = 0, lax = 1; VOICELESS: voiceless = 0, voiced = 1; VOICED:
voiced = 0, voiceless = 1; LABIAL: labial = 0, non-labial = 1; CORONAL: coronal = 0, noncoronal = 1; DORSAL: dorsal = 0, non-dorsal = 1; MONOSYLLABIC: monosyllabic = 0,
polysyllabic = 1; POLYSYLLABIC: polysyllabic = 0, monosyllabic = 1; UNSTRESSED:
unstressed = 0, stressed =1; STRESSED: stressed = 0, unstressed =1. Each factor turned out to
be statistically significant (p < 0.001), which indicates that all factors affected vowel insertion
after the final stop; the test statistics are summarized in Table 2.2. Figures 2.2-2.14 visually
summarize the frequency of adaptation patterns for each attribute in Korean loanwords from
English words ending in a stop.
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Table 2.2. Pearsons’ chi-square test of predictors
2

df

p-value

Vowel tenseness

158.54

1

p < 0.001

***

Stop voicing

46.38

1

p < 0.001

***

Stop place

144.74

2

p < 0.001

***

Final stress

50.416

1

p < 0.001

***

Word size

32.71

1

p < 0.001

***

Predictor

First, a vowel was more likely to be inserted after a word-final stop when the vowel
preceding the final stop was tense than when it was lax. As summarized in Figures 2.2 and 2.3,
the loanword corpus showed that VI (vowel insertion) took place in a greater percentage of
words with tense pre-final vowels (89% = 176 out of 198, Figure 2.2) than in words with lax
vowels (26% = 88 out of 342, Figure 2.3). The difference between words with tense pre-stop
vowels vs. words with lax pre-stop vowels was significant (2 = 158.54, df = 1, p < 0.001).

Tense vowels (198)
VI

89% (176)

NVI

5% (9)

OVI

7% (13)
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80%

90%

100%

Frequency

Figure 2.2. Adaptation patterns of words ending in stops with tense pre-final vowels (Error bars
indicate 95% confidence intervals)
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Lax vowels (342)
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Figure 2.3. Adaptation patterns of words ending in stops with lax pre-final vowels (Error bars
indicate 95% confidence intervals)
Second, vowel insertion was more likely when the final stop was voiced. As shown in
Figures 2.4 and 2.5, the percentage of words with voiced final stops undergoing VI (82% = 104
out of 127, Figure 2.4) was much higher than that of words with voiceless stops (39% = 160
out of 413, Figure 2.5). The difference between words ending in voiceless stops and words
ending in voiced stops was significant (2 = 46.38, df = 1, p < 0.001).
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Figure 2.4. Adaptation patterns of words ending in voiced stops (Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals)
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Voiceless stops (413)
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Figure 2.5. Adaptation patterns of words ending in voiceless stops (Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals)
Third, the data in Figures 2.6 through 2.8 show that vowel insertion is more likely when
the final stop is coronal than when it is dorsal, and more likely when the final stop is dorsal
than when it is labial. More words with coronal final stops (68% = 200 out of 296, Figure 2.7)
underwent vowel insertion than words with dorsal stops (33% = 50 out of 150, Figure 2.8),
which in turn were more likely to show vowel insertion than words with labial stops (5% = 5
out of 94 in Figure 2.6). Final vowel insertion was significantly more likely when the final stop
was coronal than when it was labial or dorsal (2 = 144.74, df = 2, p < 0.001).
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Figure 2.6. Adaptation patterns of words ending in labial stops (Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals)
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Coronal stops (296)
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Figure 2.7. Adaptation patterns of words ending in coronal stops (Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals)
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Figure 2.8. Adaptation patterns of words ending in dorsal stops (Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals)
Fourth, Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show that vowel insertion was more likely when the final
syllable was stressed than when it was unstressed. The percentage of words with stressed final
syllables undergoing VI (63% = 185 out of 292, Figure 2.9) was higher than that of words with
unstressed syllables (32% = 79 out of 248, Figure 2.10). The difference between words with
final stress and those with no final stress was significant (2 = 50.416, df = 1, p < 0.001).
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Figure 2.9. Adaptation patterns of words ending in stressed syllables (Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals)
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Figure 2.10. Adaptation patterns of words ending in unstressed syllables (Error bars indicate
95% confidence intervals)

In order to separate the stress effect from the effect of monosyllabicity, polysyllabic items
were examined separately. Figures 2.11 and 2.12 show that the percentage of polysyllabic
words with final stress undergoing VI (70% = 32 out of 46, Figure 2.11) was higher than that
of words ending in unstressed syllables (32% = 79 out of 247, Figure 2.12). The difference
between stressed vs. unstressed items was also significant (2 = 14.593, df = 1, p< 0.001).
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Stressed syllables in polysyllables (46)
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Figure 2.11. Adaptation patterns of words ending in stressed syllables in polysyllables (Error
bars indicate 95% confidence intervals)

Unstressed syllables in polysyllables (247)
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Figure 2.12. Adaptation patterns of words ending in unstressed syllables in polysyllables (Error
bars indicate 95% confidence intervals)

Finally, as shown in Figures 2.13 and 2.14, the percentage of monosyllabic words
undergoing VI (62% = 153 out of 247, Figure 2.13) was higher than that of polysyllabic words
(38% = 111 out of 293, Figure 2.14). The difference between monosyllabic vs. polysyllabic
words was significant (2 = 32.71, df = 1, p < 0.001).
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Figure 2.13. Adaptation patterns of monosyllabic words ending in stops (Error bars indicate
95% confidence intervals)

Polysyllabic words (293)
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Figure 2.14. Adaptation patterns of polysyllabic words ending in stops (Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals)

The analysis of loanword data confirms that specific phonological factors affected the
likelihood of vowel insertion: vowel epenthesis was more frequent after (i) stops following a
tense vowel than those following a lax vowel, (ii) voiced stops than voiceless ones, (iii) coronal
stops than labial or dorsal stops, (iv) stops in stressed syllables than those in unstressed
syllables, and (v) monosyllabic than polysyllabic forms. These findings are consistent with the
claims of previous literature.
The survey discussed in this chapter focused on English words that have already entered
the Korean lexicon. The following section will report on a production experiment which was
conducted in order to compare the patterns in integrated loanwords of the corpus analysis with
Korean speakers’ online production of English words that are not established loanwords in
Korean. In the production experiment, Korean participants listened to English nonce words
ending in a stop and repeated what they heard. Because stop release can be controlled in this
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task, this factor was added to the five other effects tested in the production nonce task.

2.3 Production experiment: repetition
In the production experiment, Korean participants listened to English nonce words ending
in a stop and repeated what they heard. English speakers were recruited for the same task. To
determine whether the Korean speakers inserted a vowel after final stops, their productions will
be compared to those of English speakers in terms of the duration of burst noise intervals
following the closure of final stops.

2.3.1 Participants
10 Korean and 10 English native speakers participated in the experiment. The Korean
participants, 5 males and 5 females (mean age: 23.9, SD: 2.0), were recruited from Sogang
University in Seoul, South Korea. Their average age of first exposure to English study was
10.2 years (SD: 1.9). No participants were English majors or had lived in an English-speaking
country at the time of the experiment. As a control group, 10 native speakers of American
English recruited from Stony Brook University participated in the repetition experiment, 5
males and 5 females (mean age: 26.3, SD: 4.3). They were monolingual and had no experience
with Korean. None of the participants reported any speech or hearing disorders. All volunteered
to take part in the experiment and were paid for their participation upon completing the task.

2.3.2 Acoustic properties of auditory stimuli
Experimental items consisted of 132 English nonce forms: 84 monosyllabic, 24 disyllabic,
and 24 trisyllabic forms. Monosyllabic forms consisted of 12 words with a lax pre-stop vowel
[] and 72 with 6 different tense pre-stop vowels [uː iː ai ei i u]. The shape of the
monosyllabic words was CVC; that of disyllabic words was C1V1C2V2C; and that of trisyllabic
words was C1V1C2V2C3V3C. Items varied in terms of 6 different linguistic factors: i) release
of final stops, i.e., 66 items with released final stops (e.g., kbh, kph) and 66 items with
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unreleased final stops (e.g., kb, kp); ii) voicing of final stops, i.e., 66 items with voiced
final stops (e.g., kbh, kb) and 66 items with voiceless final stops (e.g., kph, kp); iii)
tenseness of pre-stop vowel, i.e., 60 items with lax pre-stop vowel (e.g., kb, kbh) and 72
items with tense pre-stop vowel (e.g., vuːb, vuːbh)6; iv) place of final stops, i.e., 44 items with
labial final stops (e.g., zaib, zaibh), 44 items with coronal final stops (e.g., zaid, zaidh), and
44 items with dorsal final stops (e.g., zaig, zaigh); v) stress of final syllable, i.e., 108 items
with final stressed syllables including 84 monosyllabic items (e.g., kb, kbh) and 24
polysyllabic items (e.g., gozb, gozbh), and 24 items with final unstressed syllable (e.g.,
gozb, gozbh); and vi) word size, i.e., 84 monosyllabic items (e.g., kb, kbh), 24 disyllabic
items (e.g., gozb, gozbh), and 24 trisyllabic items (e.g., gomozb, gomozbh). The entire set
of stimuli including filler items is given in Appendix 2.
To create the auditory stimuli, a female native speaker of American English produced the
experimental and filler items. The speaker was a linguist who was able to carefully control
release. Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2018) was used to check the presence and absence of
release for the auditory stimuli, which will be discussed in the following section. The speaker
recorded the auditory stimuli in a sound-treated booth using a Zoom H4n recorder at 44.1 kHz
sampling rate (16 bits per sample) and a Shure SM57 unidirectional dynamic microphone.

Tense pre-final vowels were included only in monosyllabic items; polysyllabic items contained only
lax pre-final vowels; otherwise, the study would have taken too long (84 monosyllables + 168
disyllables (84 with initial stress + 84 with final stress) + 168 trisyllabls (84 with initial stress + 84 with
final stress) = 420). However, the number of lax vs. tense items will be balanced in a follow-up task so
that the tense vowel effect will not be confounded with the effect of word size.
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All of the auditory stimuli were analyzed to make sure that they had the phonetic
properties that were hypothesized to affect Korean speakers’ illusory vowel perception: (i)
release/non-release of the word-final stops; (ii) release duration of the final stop; (iii) vowel
duration preceding the final stops; (iv) closure length of the final stops; and (v) closure voicing
duration of the voiced final stops.7 Among these acoustic features, stop release duration can
be a key acoustic attribute in that releases associated with dorsal stops have been reported to
be longer than post-labial or post-coronal stops on the assumption that the length of stop release
tends to increase as the place of articulation moves toward the back (Crystal & House 1988;
Byrd 1993). Wilson et al. (2014) suggests that L2 speakers are more likely to interpret this
longer stop release as having an epenthetic vowel because of the phonetic similarity between a
longer release and a vowel.
Regarding stop closure duration, Lisker (1957) reports that voiced stops have shorter
closure duration than voiceless stops since voiced stops have a relatively longer duration of the
preceding vowel, which enhances the phonetic cue of a short closure duration on the following
consonant. Measurements of stop closure in the stimuli are predicted to reveal the correlation
between closure durational differences and stop voicing distinction. The duration of closure
voicing for voiced stops will also help confirm that there is a phonetic difference between
voiced vs. voiceless stops in the auditory stimuli. Measurements were conducted using Praat
(Boersma & Weenink 2018).

Analyzing the phonetic properties of the stimuli can support both the adaptation-in-production and
the adaptation-in-perception approaches discussed in the introduction. Acoustic attributes such as stop
release are related to perceptual similarity of C vs. CV, but at the same time they are very much
connected to the perception of an illusory vowel because the misperception hypothesis explains how
speakers misperceive foreign forms on the basis of possible phonetic factors; my experimental results
will show that the details of acoustic characteristics are involved in the misperception of Korean
speakers.
２１
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Release/non-release
Each stimulus classified as having a final released stop contained evidence of visible
release on the waveform and spectrogram, and no visible release was seen for stops classified
as unreleased. Figures 2.15 and 2.16, waveform and spectrogram for the stimuli [kph] and
[kp], are representative. All the other stimuli also show similar release or non-release, which
is consistent with this classification.

Figure 2.15. Waveform and spectrogram of [kph] with released [ph]

Figure 2.16. Waveform and spectrogram of [kp] with unreleased [p]
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Duration of stop release
The stop release duration was measured for released final stops. The onset of stop release
was defined as the point at which there was a pulse of acoustic energy for the release of the
final stop. The offset of stop release was the point at which acoustic energy of the stop release
significantly decreased. As shown in Table 2.3, the mean length of stop release was longer for
voiceless final stops than for voiced final stops. The measurement of stop release duration was
consistent with previous studies where the average duration of the release portion of voiceless
stops is longer than that of voiced stops and post-dorsal releases are longer than releases
associated with other place of articulation.

Table 2.3. Mean length of bursts for released final stops
Voiced

m/sec

Voiceless

Stops

Lab

Cor

Dor

Lab

Cor

Dor

Burst length

13

20

19

13

21

28

Mean

17

21

Vowel duration
The vowel length preceding the final stops was measured for all auditory stimuli, from
the release of the preceding consonant (the point at which periodicity began to increase) to the
onset of the following consonant (the point at which acoustic energy of the preceding vowel
significantly decreased and there was a change in periodicity that signaled the beginning of a
stop closure). The analysis involved measurement of the first two formants, F1 and F2, at the
mid-point of a vowel preceding a final stop. The measurements were made manually using the
Praat formant analysis algorithm. As seen in Table 2.4, vowel duration was longer before
voiced stops than before voiceless stops.
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Table 2.4. Mean length of vowels preceding final stops (m/sec)
Vowel length

Voiceless

Stops

b

d

g

p

t

k

Total
mean

Lax vowels

157

156

179

123

116

137

145

Monophthongs

99

137

131

69

86

83

101

Diphthongs

217

268

221

175

179

177

206

Word size
1 syllable

Voiced

Tense
vowels

2 syllables

Lax vowels

137

197

204

116

126

130

152

3 syllables

Lax vowels

192

217

259

134

156

175

189

160

195

199

124

132

140

Mean of each segment
Total mean

185

132

158

Stop closure duration
Stop closure duration could not be measured for unreleased stops because there was no
acoustic indication of the end of the closure. The length of stop closure was measured for items
ending in released stops. The onset of stop closure was defined as the point at which acoustic
energy of the preceding vowel significantly decreased and there was a change in periodicity
that signaled the beginning of a stop closure. The offset of stop closure was the point at which
there was a burst of acoustic energy for the release of the stop closure. Duration measurements
of stop closure were performed based on the waveform with reference to the spectrogram. As
shown in Table 2.5, the mean closure duration of voiceless final stops was longer than that of
voiced final stops. The measurement of stop closure duration confirmed that differences in stop
voicing of the final consonants were cued effectively in the stimuli. The result also showed that
labial stops had longer closure portions than coronal or dorsal stops, which is consistent with
the findings of Zue (1976) and Byrd (1993).

Table 2.5. Closure length of released final stops
Voiced

m/sec

Voiceless

Stop place

Cor

Lab

Dor

Cor

Lab

Dor

Closure length

147

116

105

212

164

135

Mean

123

170
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Closure Voicing duration
The stop closure voicing duration was measured for released and unreleased voiced final
stops. The onset of stop voicing was the same as the stop closure onset taken as offset of the
preceding vowel. The offset of stop voicing during the closure was the point at which acoustic
energy and periodicity ceased. The length of voicing for released and unreleased voiced final
stops is presented in Tables 2.6 and 2.8. The results for voicing duration confirmed that there
was an acoustic difference between voiced and voiceless stops in the stimuli. In addition, the
proportion of voicing in the closure was calculated, as shown in Table 2.7; percent closure
voicing was given only for released final stops because the total length of closure of unreleased
stops could not be measured.

Table 2.6. Voicing length of released voiced stops
(m/sec)

Voiced

Stops

b

d

g

Voicing duration

66

42

47

Mean

52

Table 2.7. % closure voicing of released voiced stops
(%)

Voiced

Stops

b

d

g

% Voicing

45

36

45

Mean

42

Table 2.8. Voicing length of unreleased voiced stops
(m/sec)

Voiced

Stops

b

d

g

Voicing duration

50

54

56

Mean

53
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2.3.3 Procedure
Participants were directed to listen to the auditory stimuli and to repeat what they heard
through a laptop computer. They were given no orthographic or other information but only
aural information using a headphone. Each frame consisted of repetition of a stimulus followed
by the phrase “Please repeat”. After this, participants were given three seconds to produce the
stimulus. The participants were familiarized with the experimental task by taking a practice
trial round with three words that were picked from the filler items. The recording of the Korean
group was conducted in a sound-treated booth in the Department of English Language and
Literature at Sogang University, and that of the English group in the Linguistics Department at
Stony Brook University. Both recordings were done using a Shure SM57 microphone and a
Zoom H4n recorder at 44.1 kHz sampling rate. This task took about half an hour to complete.

2.3.4 Predictions
The two approaches discussed in the introductory chapter, adaptation-in-production vs.
adaptation-in-perception, make the same predictions for the production experiment. That is,
they both predict that Korean speakers will insert a vowel after the English final stop, but for
different reasons. The adaptation-in-production approach assumes that although Korean
speakers accurately perceive the English final stop as a final consonant, they will insert a vowel
after the stop in order to maintain perceptual similarity between English and Korean forms. On
the other hand, the adaptation-in-perception approach predicts that Korean speakers will
incorrectly perceive the stop as a stop followed by a vowel, and thus produce the inaccurately
perceived form. Therefore, the two approaches agree that Korean speakers will produce the
English final stop as a stop followed by a vowel although they disagree on how the stimuli are
perceived.8
Producing C as CV should result in burst noise intervals following the final consonant
which are longer than those associated with producing C as C even where C is released since
producing C as C involves transient and frication of the stop consonant while producing C as
Korean speakers' productions do not necessarily imply that they perceived a vowel; even if they
accurately perceive the target L2 form, mispronunciations might result from a failure to master the
correct articulation patterns (Davidson 2010). The experiments discussed in later chapters are designed
to directly probe the Korean speakers’ perception of English forms.
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CV possibly involves aspiration and onset of voicing following transient and frication, as will
be discussed in the following section. Korean speakers are predicted to produce stronger burst
noise intervals than English speakers, who never insert a vowel after the final stop and simply
release the stop. The vowel that is expected to be inserted by Korean speakers is predicted to
be perceived as an epenthetic vowel by English listeners. The predictions given in (4) will be
tested by comparing the productions of English and Korean speakers and investigating the burst
noise intervals of Korean speakers.

(4) Predictions for the production experiment
i) Korean speakers will produce significantly longer burst noise intervals after English final
stops than English speakers.
ii) The longer burst noise intervals of Korean speakers will be perceived by English listeners
as an epenthetic vowel.

In the following section, I will discuss the burst noise intervals following the stop closure of
the final stops and check if burst noise intervals produced by Korean speakers are longer when
compared to those of English speakers.

2.3.5 Burst noise intervals of final stops
The productions of 10 Korean and 10 English speakers were measured using the speech
analysis software Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2018). For each speaker, a burst noise interval
following the closure of final stops was measured. I first discuss the definition of burst noise
in the description of noise events of syllable-initial prevocalic stops given in Kent & Read
(2002) and then turn to “burst noise intervals” that the current study addresses. Figure 2.17
shows a spectrogram and waveform of the English word toss illustrating a sequence of acoustic
events associated with the progression from the word-initial stop into the vowel: transient,
frication, aspiration, and voicing. On the release, a pulse of energy is created as the air escapes.
This plosion is called a transient because of its brevity and momentary character although this
terminology is not widely used (Kent & Read 2002: 141). The transient is one of the shortest
acoustic events in speech, no longer than 5 to 40ms in duration. It is followed by frication
which is a turbulence noise created as the oral constriction is gradually released. Following the
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transient and frication we see aspiration in the case of word-initial stop consonants. Aspiration
is followed by onset of voicing where vocal fold vibration for the vowel is initiated.

Figure 2.17. Spectrogram and waveform of the word toss showing acoustic events of transient,
frication, aspiration, and voicing in the word-initial stop (taken from Kent & Read 2002: 143)
Unlike word-initial stop consonants, stops in word-final position, which are the focus of
this dissertation, may be either released or unreleased. When the stop is not released, the closure
is maintained until after the utterance is finished and no burst such as transient and frication
occurs. On the other hand, when the final stop is released, transient and frication appear, as in
word-initial stops. This is where we expect to see differences between the productions of
English and Korean speakers. English speakers who release the final stops should produce only
transient and frication; however, Korean speakers are predicted to insert a vowel following the
final released stop and hence produce aspiration and voicing in addition to transient and
frication. Thus, the duration of burst noise intervals after the stop closure is expected to be
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much longer in the productions of Korean speakers compared to those of English speakers
since burst noise intervals of Korean speakers are predicted to include all of the acoustic events
from transient through onset of voicing.
Measurements were conducted for items ending in released stops.9 The onset of burst
noise intervals was defined as the point at which there was a pulse of acoustic energy for the
release of the final stop. The offset of burst noise intervals was the point at which frication of
the final stop significantly decreased. Figures 2.18—2.21 are representative samples of how I
segmented both voiced and voiceless stops produced by English and Korean speakers.

Figure 2.18. Segmentation showing BNI (burst noise interval) after [th] produced by an English
female speaker (stimulus item: [kth])

9

Only correct responses were included in the analysis, and error responses were excluded. Examples

of incorrect responses were devoicing (b, d, g → p, t, k), voicing (p, t, k → b, d, g), and fricativization
(b → v).
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Figure 2.19. Segmentation showing BNI (burst noise interval) after [th] produced by a Korean
female speaker (stimulus item: [kth])

Figure 2.20. Segmentation showing BNI (burst noise interval) after [dh] produced by an English
female speaker (stimulus item: [kdh])
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Figure 2.21. Segmentation showing BNI (burst noise interval) after [dh] produced by a Korean
female speaker (stimulus item: [kdh])

Results
A statistical analysis was conducted using a linear mixed-effects model (Baayen et al.
2008), which examines the difference in burst noise intervals between Korean and English
groups. The analysis was carried out using the lmer function in the lme4 package (Bates et al.
2012) for R (R Development Core Team 2013). The dependent variable was the duration of
burst noise intervals following the final stops. A fixed effect predictor was Group (Korean or
English) and it was coded using deviation coding (English = -0.5; Korean = 0.5). Random
effects include participants and items. Random intercept model converged and only a random
intercept was included for both participants and items.
The statistical model confirmed that Korean participants had significantly longer burst
noise intervals than English participants ( = 0.133, SE = 0.004, t = 27.65, p < 0.001), which
was consistent with the prediction about differences in burst noise intervals after stop closure
of final stops between the two speaker groups. As shown in Table 2.9, the mean duration of
burst noise intervals for English speakers was 55ms, while that of Korean speakers was 191ms.
Male speakers produced longer burst noise intervals than female speakers in both Korean and
English participant groups.
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Table 2.9. Mean duration of burst noise intervals produced by English & Korean speakers
Group

English

Korean

Gender

Participant Mean duration (ms)
S1
88
S2
34
S3
38
Female
S4
40
S5
48
F. mean
50
S6
54
S7
34
S8
62
Male
S9
65
S10
82
M. mean
59
Total mean
55 (SD: 19.5)
S1
213
S2
172
S3
135
Female
S4
179
S5
169
F. mean
174
S6
208
S7
191
S8
174
Male
S9
163
S10
310
M. mean
209
Total mean
191 (SD: 47.3)

We now turn to the next question: is this longer burst noise interval of Korean speakers
heard as an epenthetic vowel by English listeners? This question is important in deciding
whether the Korean speakers were producing final released stops or whether they were actually
inserting a vowel after the final stop. In the following section, I will discuss how English
speakers transcribed the Koreans’ productions to determine whether English speakers actually
perceive productions of Korean speakers as having an epenthetic vowel.
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2.3.6 Epenthetic vowels
In order to see if the stronger burst noise intervals found in Korean speakers’ productions
were heard as epenthetic vowels by English listeners, the Korean speakers’ productions were
transcribed by two phonetically trained native English speakers. Transcribers were asked to
decide whether the Korean participants were producing a vowel word-finally or whether they
were just releasing the word-final stop. Forms on which the two transcribers did not agree were
transcribed by a third transcriber. The results of the transcriptions showed that only 5% of total
correct productions were heard as an epenthetic vowel, i.e., 32 responses out of 648 were
perceived as having a final vowel. Here, correct productions refer to the productions that were
perceived as consonant-final. When participants incorrectly produced the final consonant, i.e.,
voiced segments as voiceless, voiceless as voiced, or stops as fricatives, these error responses
were excluded from the analysis.10
Table 2.10 gives the numbers of tokens perceived as having an epenthetic vowel for each
Korean participant and Figure 2.22 gives the percent of tokens perceived as CV. As shown in
the figure, even the highest CV rate (S6) was only 19%, and 3 participants (S3, S4, & S7) had
no final vowel transcribed in any of their productions (CV=0%). Although the CV rate of male
speakers was over twice as high as that of female speakers, the mean rate for male speakers
was still below 10%.

As in the waveform analysis of burst noise intervals, only correct responses were included in the
transcriptions. Total correct production samples of 10 Korean participants were 648 out of 1320 (132
stimuli × 10 participants), where they heard 660 items ending in released stops.
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Table 2.10. Number of tokens perceived as final vowel (CV) vs. no final vowel (C) for each
Korean participant
Gender

Participant
S1
S2
Female
S3
S4
S5
Female total
S6
S7
Male
S8
S9
S10
Male total

CV
2
1
0
0
7
10
11
0
8
1
2
22

C
65
72
75
75
66
341
48
52
53
61
61
275

Total
67
73
75
63
73
351
59
52
61
62
63
297

response perceived as CV

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%

19%

20%
10%

13%

10%

3%

1%

0%

0%

S1

S2

S3

S4

0%

0%
S5

S6

S7

S8

2%

3%

S9

S10

Participant

Figure 2.22. Percent of tokens perceived as final vowel (CV) for each Korean participant (Error
bars indicate 95% confidence intervals)

While the first prediction for the production task was confirmed—Korean speakers
produced significantly longer burst noise intervals after English final stops than English
speakers—on the other hand, the second prediction was not confirmed: the longer burst noise
intervals of Korean participants were not perceived by English listeners as an epenthetic vowel.
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2.4 Discussion
The fact that more than 90% of Korean participants’ productions were perceived to include
no epenthetic vowel was not consistent with the loanword data, where vowel insertion was
more frequent than lack of insertion (49% vs. 40%, Figure 2.1). The result of the production
task was also inconsistent with the predictions of the adaptation-in-perception approach,
because according to this view, Korean participants should have inaccurately produced the
forms ending in a released stop with a vowel if they had inaccurately perceived them as ending
in a vowel. Would these results be compatible with the adaptation-in-production approach?
This is not simple to answer: the adaptation-in-production approach assumes that if Korean
speakers correctly perceived an English final released stop as a final consonant, they should
insert a vowel to make the English sound more similar to the Korean sound. The two
approaches both agree that Korean participants should incorrectly produce the English final
stop by inserting a vowel after the stop although they disagree on the reason for that insertion.
The difference in the results between the loan analysis and the production task might have
arisen from the fact that the corpus study was based on written integrated loanwords. Korean
loans written in books tend to observe the guidelines of the Korean Academy, where vowel
insertion is required when certain conditions are satisfied. 11 However, in the production
experiment, Korean participants were asked to immediately repeat a series of English nonce
words. The results from the online adaptation would indicate that speakers were trying to
imitate the release of the English final stop in an exaggerated manner by the longer burst noise
after the stop.12 The longer burst noise interval did not turn out to be identified as an epenthetic
vowel by English listeners. That is, the productions of Korean participants as perceived by
English speakers almost never included final vowel insertion, and the linguistic factors that
have been claimed to affect vowel epenthesis did not play a role in the productions of Korean

The following is part of the guidelines: i) A word-final voiced stop shall be written with [], and ii)
A word-final voiceless stop after a lax vowel shall be written as a coda, and one after a tense vowel
shall be followed by [] (http://www.korean.go.kr/).
12
It could be possible that the participants were just treating the production task as imitating a series
of sounds rather than producing linguistic forms. That is, they could have been doing the task on a
purely phonetic level rather than a phonological level even if they possibly still were using standards of
Korean phonetics making it part of their linguistic knowledge. In that case, this would be independent
of their phonological system, which is a perennial issue in experimentation.
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speakers. Therefore, the results of the production task were not predicted by either of the two
approaches.
There are other possible explanations for this unexpected finding. First, it is possible that
Korean speakers did intend to produce a final vowel, but that English listeners failed to hear
this vowel because Korean high vowels tend to be devoiced after aspirated stops (Jun &
Beckman 1994). Thus, English listeners might have perceived the Korean devoiced vowel as
consonant release. It is also possible that the nature of the task was simply too different from
actual loan adaptation, where listeners might have more competing demands on their attention.
Here in the production task, participants heard and repeated a single word, whereas in loanword
adaptation listeners might hear different words in different contexts while they are doing real
processing and therefore be more likely to misperceive.
The mismatch between the loanword patterns and the production experiment raises the
question of what happens in perception of English forms by Korean speakers. Do Korean
listeners accurately perceive an English final released stop as a final consonant, as the
adaptation-in-production approach predicts, or do they misperceive it as a stop followed by a
vowel, as the adaptation-in-perception approach predicts? The following chapters will report
on three different perception experiments designed to answer this question.
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Chapter 3
Syllable Counting

As discussed in Chapter 2, the participants in the production study rarely inserted a vowel
after English word-final stops, which was surprising given the frequency of vowel insertion in
the loanword data. The lack of vowel insertion in the production data was not predicted by
either of the two approaches introduced in Chapter 1, which suggests the need for a better test
of whether Korean speakers correctly perceive English words ending in stop as consonant-final.
In this chapter, I report on a syllable counting experiment designed to determine whether
speakers accurately perceive English words ending in a stop and whether this perception is
affected by specific linguistic factors. The results of the experiment provide evidence that
Korean listeners often do hear an extra syllable in words ending in a stop, supporting the
adaptation-in-perception view that unnecessary vowel epenthesis results from the
misperception of English words rather than from a production grammar maintaining perceptual
similarity between the English form and Korean pronunciation. The structure of this chapter is
as follows: Section 3.1 outlines the hypotheses concerning the role of perception in vowel
insertion, and Section 3.2 reports on the syllable counting experiment designed to investigate
the effects of linguistic factors identified as contributing to vowel insertion.

3.1 Hypotheses
As discussed in the introductory chapter, Kang (2003) argues that vowel insertion after
English final stops is driven by the desire to maintain perceptual similarity between the English
form and the Korean adaptation because a sequence of stop followed by epenthetic vowel is
the perceptually closest Korean structure to an English final released or voiced stop. 13 In
addition to the two factors of release and voicing, Kang discusses additional factors that affect
the likelihood that an English final stop will be released, among them the effect of preceding

Kang clearly mentions that voicing does not correlate with release; instead, she specifically states
that a vowel is added to maintain voicing of the final stop since voiced stops in Korean can only occur
before a vowel (Kang 2003: 244).
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tense and lax vowels and the place of articulation of the final stop. In the TIMIT corpus of
American English, 58% of final stops following a tense vowel are released, but only 41% of
final stops following a lax vowel are released (Kang 2003: 241).14 This difference is reflected
in the Korean loanword vowel insertion pattern, with more epenthesis when the pre-final vowel
is tense (89%) than when it is lax (28%) (Kang 2003: 232). Kang finds that the place of the
final stop also affects the frequency of vowel insertion in Korean loanwords borrowed from
English as well as the frequency of release by English speakers. The greater frequency of
insertion after dorsal than labial stops in loanwords is consistent with her finding that in the
TIMIT corpus, English final dorsal stops had a release frequency of 83% but labial stops had
a release frequency of only 51% (Kang 2003: 250). Thus, the corpus results support her claim
that the more likely a final stop is to be released by English speakers, the more likely it is to
undergo vowel insertion by Korean speakers.
However, although Kang’s claim concerning the relationship between release and vowel
insertion was supported in the case of dorsal vs. labial stops, it was not supported for coronal
stops. Even though the frequency of vowel insertion in loanwords was highest for coronals
(72%), final coronal stops in the TIMIT corpus were the least likely to be released (37%) (Kang
2003: 232; 250). Kang claims that the surprisingly high frequency of vowel insertion after
coronal stops arises from a factor that is not related to release: the fact that in Korean surface
forms, final [t] in nouns is generally derived from underlying /s/, which is neutralized to [t] in
final position, but which surfaces as [s] before vowel-initial suffixes. Kang proposes that vowel
insertion after English final [t] in nouns protects the form from undergoing the normal [t-s]
alternation.
In addition to the factors discussed by Kang (2003), other researchers have identified two
other factors that affect the likelihood of vowel insertion by Korean speakers adapting English
words: word size and final stress. Rhee & Choi (2001: 157) found that vowel insertion is more
likely in monosyllabic than in polysyllabic borrowed words in their loanword corpus (1 syllable
64%, 2 syllables 34%, 3 syllables 33%, 4-5 syllables 29%). This finding agrees with the vowel
insertion pattern in Kang’s loanword list, where the frequency of final vowel insertion for
Kang (2003) conducted a survey of the TIMIT corpus to examine the release pattern of postvocalic
word-final stops. The TIMIT corpus contained recordings of 2342 different sentences read by 630
speakers from 8 major dialects of American English, resulting in a total of 6300 sentences (Grofolo,
Lamel, Fisher, Fiscus, Pallett, Dahlgren & Zue 1993).
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monosyllabic words is higher than that for polysyllabic words (68% vs. 36%, Kang 2003:
227).15 However, although Kang mentions the possibility that the word length effect can be
accounted for by the asymmetry in stop release frequencies of English, she does not investigate
this word length effect. In addition, in an experiment where Korean participants heard auditory
stimuli and wrote what they heard on a response sheet, Jun (2002) found that vowel insertion
was more likely when the final syllable was stressed (55%) than when it was unstressed
(52%).16 This finding is also consistent with Kang’s loanword list, where the frequency of
vowel insertion in polysyllabic words with final postvocalic stops was higher when the final
syllable was stressed than when it was unstressed (51% vs. 14%, Kang 2003: 227).17
The syllable counting task discussed in this chapter is designed to test whether Korean
speakers’ vowel insertion derives from their perception of an illusory vowel or from their desire
to maintain perceptual similarity between an accurately perceived final consonant in English
and the adapted form in Korean. Based on the findings of Kang (2003) and many others (H.
Kang 1996; O. Kang 1996; Rhee & Choi 2001; Jun 2002), the experiment was devised to
investigate the effects of each factor identified as contributing to vowel insertion. As indicated
in Chapter 1, the factors are grouped into different categories depending on their characteristics,
as shown in (1) below. Primary factors, which make a form containing a final stop acoustically
similar to a Korean form ending in a stop plus vowel, are stop release, stop voicing and vowel
tenseness. Stop release and stop voicing are argued by Kang (2003) to directly affect the
likelihood of vowel insertion, either because release creates a structure that is acoustically
similar to the epenthetic vowel or because voicing can only occur prevocalically in Korean.
Vowel tenseness also belongs to the primary factors because it is argued that a vowel is longer
in an open syllable than in a closed syllable in Korean (Han 1964; Koo 1998; Chung &
Huckvale 2001), which could lead to the tendency to insert a final vowel after a form with a

Kang’s (2003) study was based on a loanword list compiled by the National Academy of the Korean
Language. The list contains loans from about 5000 English words and phrases gathered from
newspapers and magazines published in Korea in 1990.
16
Although Jun (2002) indicates that there was a significant difference (p < 0.01) between stressed and
unstressed items in her study, the t-test that she employed for her work is generally used for specific
kinds of work such as corpus work and experiments with only one participant (Johnson 2008; Gries
2013). In her experiment, nonce words were used and 260 participants participated. The marginal
difference between stressed and unstressed items (55% vs. 52%) in her study might not have been
significant if a regression model were used instead.
17
Here, the frequency was calculated on the number of vowel insertion for words of one category
(stressed vs. unstressed) out of the total number of vowel insertion for that category.
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tense vowel to create an open syllable before the word-final consonant.

(1) Factors contributing to vowel insertion
Groups
Primary factors
Secondary factors
Other factors

Linguistic factors
Stop release
Stop voicing
Vowel tenseness
Final stress
Stop place (labials vs. dorsals)
Morphological alternation (t-s alternation for coronals)
Word size (preference for disyllables)

Secondary factors are stop place and final stress, which are argued by Kang (2003) to
correlate with vowel insertion not because they contribute to the perceptual similarity between
final C and final CV but instead because they increase the likelihood that Korean adapters will
have heard pronunciations with a final released consonant. That is, for Kang, the reason the
secondary factors are associated with vowel epenthesis is dependent on their effect on the
likelihood of release in English pronunciations. For example, since English speakers are more
likely to release a dorsal final stop, Korean speakers are more likely to hear released dorsal
final stops and therefore more likely to insert a vowel in this context.
Other factors include morphological alternation and phonological markedness, where
vowel insertion may make the relationship between UR and SR consistent with Korean
phonology or may transform English monosyllables to the less marked disyllabic word size.
The stimuli in the syllable counting task separate all of these factors, allowing us to compare
across all combinations of primary, secondary and other factors to examine the effects of each
one.
We have two possible explanations for the seemingly unmotivated vowel epenthesis by
Korean speakers: adaptation in production vs. adaptation in perception. Recall that these two
approaches make different predictions concerning Korean speakers’ perception of English
forms containing word-final stops. The adaptation-in-production approach predicts that when
Korean speakers hear an English word with a final stop, they will accurately perceive the stop
as word-final. The expectation then is that they will correctly identify a monosyllabic word as
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monosyllabic, a disyllabic word as disyllabic, and a trisyllabic word as trisyllabic. This
approach assumes that the reason that Koreans insert a vowel after final released or final voiced
stops but not after final unreleased or voiceless stops is because they consider a stop followed
by a vowel to be the perceptually closest legal Korean structure to a final released or a final
voiced stop.
However, the adaptation-in-perception approach makes different predictions. Under this
approach, the insertion of a vowel after a final English stop reflects the tendency to hear these
stops not as word-final but as followed by a vowel. The syllable counting experiment is
designed specifically to test for the perception of an illusory vowel. Thus, the adaptation-inperception approach predicts that only the primary factors which are known to contribute to
perception of an illusory vowel will lead to perception of an extra syllable: an English final
stop will be more likely to be perceived as followed by an illusory vowel when the stop is
released or voiced or when it is preceded by a tense vowel than when it is unreleased or
voiceless or when it is preceded by a lax vowel.

3.2 Syllable counting experiment
3.2.1 Participants
Thirty native speakers of Korean, who were born and raised in South Korea, participated
in the syllable counting experiment. 18 participants were female and 12 were male (mean age:
25.7, SD: 11.7). Consistent with the compulsory nature of English education in modern South
Korea, participants generally reported extensive study of English since early adolescence
(beginning at a mean age of 11.7, SD: 2.0). Participants were recruited from Sogang University
in Seoul, South Korea. No participants were English majors or had lived in an English-speaking
country at the time of the experiment. None reported any history of hearing, speech, or language
impairments. All gave informed consent and were paid for their participation.
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3.2.2 Stimuli
The stimuli used in the syllable counting experiment are the same as the ones used in the
production experiment discussed in Section 2.3.2. The entire set of stimuli including filler items
is given in Appendix 2.

3.2.3 Procedure
The Korean participants were directed to listen to a randomized set of stimuli and to
indicate the number of syllables in each word. They were given only auditory information
through a laptop computer in a sound-treated booth. Before the start of the experiment, the
definition of a syllable was explained, although most of the participants indicated that they
were familiar with this concept.18 Participants then did three practice trials selected from the
fillers. After hearing each stimulus, participants wrote the number of syllables they heard on a
response sheet. Listeners heard each stimulus only once and could not go back to listen again.
The randomized order was the same for all speakers, and it was an open-choice experiment.
This task took about 20 minutes to complete, and participants were paid for their
participation.19

3.2.4 Predictions
Recall that the two alternatives, adaptation-in-production vs. adaptation-in-perception, do
not predict exactly the same thing. They both predict that stop place, final stress, and
morphological alternations should not affect the perception of syllable count. However, they
make conflicting predictions about stop release, stop voicing, vowel tenseness, and word size,
as shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Table 3.1 shows the predictions of the adaptation-in-production
approach, which predicts that Korean listeners’ perception of the number of syllables in the

The definition of a syllable with several examples was explained to participants: a unit of
pronunciation having one vowel sound, with or without surrounding consonants, forming the whole or
a part of a word.
19
The syllable counting was the earliest task among the three behavioral experiments. The other tasks
will be discussed in the following chapters. The syllable counting task was conducted in July 2014, the
similarity judgement task was carried out in July 2016, and the categorization task in September 2016.
Each experiment had different participants.
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English forms should not be affected by the release or voicing of the final stop or the tenseness
of the pre-stop vowel, even though these factors affect the acoustic similarity to Korean final
C vs. CV.

Table 3.1. Predictions of the adaptation-in-production approach for syllable counting task
Linguistic factors
Stop release
Primary
factors

Stop voicing
Vowel tenseness

Final stress
Secondary
factors

Other
factors

Stop place
(labials vs. dorsals)
Morphological
alternation
(coronals)
Word size
(phonological
markedness)

Hypotheses
There will be no significant difference in the syllable
counting between an English word ending in a released
stop and an English word ending in an unreleased stop.
There will be no significant difference in the syllable
counting between an English word ending in a voiced
stop and an English word ending in a voiceless stop.
There will be no significant difference in the syllable
counting between an English word with tense pre-final
vowel and an English word with lax pre-final vowel.
There will be no significant difference in the syllable
counting between an English word with a stressed final
syllable and a word with an unstressed final syllable.
There will be no significant difference in the syllable
counting between an English word ending in a labial stop
and an English word ending in a dorsal stop.
There will be no significant difference in the syllable
counting between an English word ending in a coronal
stop and an English word ending in a labial or dorsal stop.
There will be no significant difference in the syllable
counting between an English monosyllabic word and an
English polysyllabic word.

Table 3.2 gives the specific predictions of the adaptation-in-perception approach for the
syllable counting experiment depending on each linguistic factor. This hypothesis predicts that
acoustic factors that make a final English stop more similar to Korean CV will cause Korean
listeners to overcount the number of syllables in forms ending in released or voiced stops and
also in forms in which the final stop is preceded by a tense vowel. This approach predicts that
secondary factors will not have an effect on syllable counting.
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Table 3.2. Predictions of the adaptation-in-perception approach for syllable counting task
Linguistic factors
Stop release
Primary
factors

Stop voicing
Vowel tenseness
Final stress

Secondary
factors
Stop place
(labials vs. dorsals)

Other
factors

Morphological
alternation
(coronals)
Word size
(phonological
markedness)

Hypotheses
Korean speakers will be more likely to hear an illusory
vowel when the English final stop is released than when
it is unreleased.
Korean speakers will be more likely to hear an illusory
vowel when the English final stop is voiced than when it
is voiceless.
Korean speakers will be more likely to hear an illusory
vowel when the English pre-final vowel is tense than
when it is lax.
There will be no significant difference in the perception
of an illusory vowel between an English word with a
stressed final syllable and a word with an unstressed final
syllable.
There will be no significant difference in the perception
of an illusory vowel between an English word ending in
a labial stop and a word ending in a dorsal stop.
There will be no significant difference in the perception
of an illusory vowel between an English word ending in
a coronal stop and a word ending in a labial or dorsal stop.
Korean speakers will be more likely to hear an illusory
vowel when the English word is monosyllabic than when
it is polysyllabic.20

The next section reports on the results of the syllable counting task. I examine which
hypothesis is more compatible with the results, in light of the predictions given in Tables 3.1
and 3.2. I first discuss the overall accuracy of syllable counting and then the statistical analysis
of main effects as well as the interaction between factors.

Here, word size is predicted to cause the illusory vowel perception, but I acknowledge that word size
would not exhibit the same type of misperception effect as say primary factors because size effect is
correlated with a statistical preference whereas primary factors are directly related to perception;
primary factors such as release and voicing involve acoustic cues which can directly influence the
perception of C vs. CV.
20
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3.2.5 Results
3.2.5.1 Overall accuracy
There was a total of 3960 responses (132 nonce forms X 30 participants). For all stimuli,
the overall accuracy was very low: the percentage of accurate responses in terms of number of
syllables was 46%, as compared to 54% inaccurate responses, so participants performed below
chance level. However, the percentage of accurate vs. inaccurate responses varied according to
word size: the only forms that received inaccurate responses for the majority of tokens were
monosyllables, i.e., monosyllables were perceived incorrectly 66% of the time while
disyllables and trisyllables were inaccurately perceived 40% and 27%, respectively. Figure 3.1
summarizes the total number of accurate and inaccurate responses for each word size, and the
percentage of accurate vs. inaccurate responses within the total responses for that category.

100%

Total response rate

90%
73%

80%

66%

70%
60%

60%

50%
40%

40%

34%

27%

30%
20%
10%
0%
accurate

inaccurate

Monosyllabic

accurate

inaccurate

Disyllabic

accurate

inaccurate

Trisyllabic

Figure 3.1. Total percent of accurate vs. inaccurate responses for each word size (Error bars
indicate 95% confidence intervals)

The types of inaccurate responses in the syllable counting task include both overcounting
and undercounting the number of syllables in the stimulus. However, as Table 3.3 shows,
almost all of the inaccurate responses for each word size involved overcounting the number of
syllables, with only 14 of the 2150 inaccurate responses showing undercounting.
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Table 3.3. Syllable counting inaccuracy for each category
Word size

Type of responses

Monosyllabic

Overcounting responses
= 100% (1664/1664)
Undercounting responses
= 1% (3/290)
Overcounting responses
= 99% (287/290)
Undercounting responses
= 6% (11/196)
Overcounting responses
= 94% (185/196)

(Inaccurate responses = 1664)

Disyllabic
(Inaccurate responses = 290)

Trisyllabic
(Inaccurate responses = 196)

Inaccurate responses
by perceived syllable
count
2-syllable
3-syllable
1-syllable

67% (1118/1664)
33% (546/1664)
1% (3/290)

3-syllable
4-syllable
2-syllable

91% (264/290)
8% (23/290)
6% (11/196)

4-syllable
5-syllable

89% (175/196)
5% (10/196)

Percentage

The majority of overcounting responses involved hearing only one extra syllable: 67% of
the inaccurate responses for monosyllables, 91% for disyllables, and 89% for trisyllables fall
into this category. Only monosyllables had a substantial number of responses indicating two
extra syllables: 33% for monosyllables vs. 8% and 5% for disyllables and trisyllables,
respectively.
The responses involving overcounting by more than one syllable, as well as the small
number of undercounting responses (1% and 6% for disyllables and trisyllables, respectively)
were not predicted by the adaptation-in-perception approach. I will discuss possible
explanations of these responses in Section 3.2.6, focusing here on responses that involved
overcounting by one extra syllable.

3.2.5.2 Statistical analysis
The results from the syllable counting experiment indicated that Korean participants were
more likely to perceive an extra syllable (i) when the English final stop was released than when
it was unreleased, and (ii) when it was preceded by a tense vowel than when it was preceded
by a lax vowel, as shown in Figure 3.2. All the statistical models built for the task found
significant effects of stop release and vowel tenseness and no effect for the other factors (Tables
3.5, 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9).
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[-voice]
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[+voice]
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[-release]

[+release]

[-release]

[+release]

Figure 3.2. Syllable counting inaccuracy by release and voicing in forms with lax pre-stop
vowels and in forms with tense pre-stop vowels (Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals)

The syllable counting inaccuracy was modeled using a series of mixed effects logistic
regression models, implemented in the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015) in R (R Development
Core Team 2016). The counting measure was calculated by first building a model for the three
primary factors (stop release, stop voicing, and tenseness of pre-stop vowel). Then, three
separate models were built by adding each of the non-primary factors (final stress, stop place,
and word size) to the model of the primary factors (see Table 3.4). For all four models, the
dependent variable was the participants' response (whether participants' syllable counting is
accurate or not). Accurate responses for monosyllabic items were 1-syllable, and answers other
than 1-syllable for monosyllabic items (2-syllable and 3-syllable responses) were inaccurate.
Accurate responses for disyllabic items were 2-syllable, and answers other than 2-syllable for
disyllabic items (3-syllable and 4-syllable responses) were inaccurate. Accurate responses for
trisyllabic items were 3-syllable, and answers other than 3-syllable for trisyllabic items (4syllable and 5-syllable responses) were inaccurate.
Fixed effects included six linguistic factors, stop release (unreleased or released), stop
voicing (voiceless or voiced), tenseness of pre-stop vowel (lax or tense), stress of final syllable
(unstressed or stressed), stop place (labial, coronal or dorsal), and word size (monosyllabic or
polysyllabic). Interactions of the primary factors (release, voicing, vowel tenseness) were also
included in all four models. Two-level factors including Release, Voicing, Tenseness, Stress,
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and Size were deviation-coded (Release: [-release] = -0.5, [+release] = 0.5; Voicing: [-voice]
= -0.5, [+voice] = 0.5; Tenseness: lax = -0.5, tense = 0.5; Stress: [-stress] = -0.5, [+stress] =
0.5; Size: monosyllabic = -0.5, polysyllabic = 0.5). Place was coded using forward difference
coding (Place1 [labial vs. coronal]: labial = 0.6, coronal = -0.3, dorsal = -0.3; Place2 [coronal
vs. dorsal]: labial = 0.3, coronal = 0.3, dorsal = -0.6). Random effects included participants and
items; random intercept model converged and only a random intercept was included for both
participants and items. Follow up post-hoc comparisons were conducted using Tukey’s HSD
tests of multcomp package (Hothorn et al. 2008). The four regression models are given in Table
3.4 and their outputs are summarized in Tables 3.5, 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9.

Table 3.4. Models for the syllable counting task
Model.basic
Model.stress
Model.place
Model.size

glmer (Response ~ RELEASE * VOICING * TENSENESS + (1|subject) + (1|item), data =
Syllable, family="binomial")
glmer (Response ~ RELEASE * VOICING * TENSENESS + STRESS + (1|subject) + (1|item), data
= Syllable, family="binomial")
glmer (Response ~ RELEASE * VOICING * TENSENESS + PLACE + (1|subject) + (1|item), data
= Syllable, family="binomial")
glmer (Response ~ RELEASE * VOICING * TENSENESS + SIZE + (1|subject) + (1|item), data =
Syllable, family="binomial")

The output of the first model is given in Table 3.5. In this model, the main effect of Release
was significant (z = 5.204, p < 0.001); Korean participants were more likely to hear an extra
syllable when the English final stop was released than when it was unreleased. This result is
consistent with the prediction of the adaptation-in-perception approach, but inconsistent with
the adaptation-in-production view since the former predicted a greater likelihood of syllable
overcounting in released stops than unreleased stops whereas the latter predicted no significant
release effect for the task.
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Table 3.5. The output of Model.basic
Estimate
St. Error
(Intercept)
0.224
0.429
Release ([-rel] vs. [+rel])
1.996
0.383
Voicing ([-voice] vs. [+voice])
0.118
0.381
Tenseness (lax vs. tense)
3.503
0.389
Release * Voicing
-1.468
0.762
Release * Tenseness
-0.195
0.762
Voicing * Tenseness
1.254
0.763
Release * Voicing * Tenseness
-1.201
1.525
Significant codes: <0.001 ‘***’; <0.01 ‘**’; <0.05 ‘*’; <0.1 ‘.’

z-value
0.522
5.204
0.311
8.987
-1.927
-0.256
1.645
-0.787

Pr (>|z|)
0.601
<0.001 ***
0.756
<0.001 ***
0.054 .
0.798
0.100
0.431

This model also found a significant effect of Tenseness (z = 8.987, p < 0.001). Figure 3.3
clearly shows the difference between forms with lax vowels vs. forms with tense vowels;
participants were more likely to overcount when the final stop was preceded by a tense vowel
than when it was preceded by a lax vowel. I will discuss inaccuracy for lax vs. tense
monophthong items as well as inaccuracy for tense monophthong vs. diphthong items in
Section 3.2.6.

100%
90%

Inaccuracy

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
lax

tense

Figure 3.3. Syllable counting inaccuracy according to vowel tenseness (Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals)

In the first model given in Table 3.5, Voicing did not have a significant main effect (p =
0.756), and there was a marginal interaction of Release * Voicing (p = 0.054). As shown in
Table 3.6, Tukey’s HSD test of Release * Voicing indicated that the predicted voicing effect
(a greater likelihood of syllable overcounting in voiced stops) was not significant for both
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unreleased and released conditions: the differences between voiced vs. voiceless conditions
were not significant when the final stop was unreleased (p = 0.501) as well as when it was
released (p = 0.842).21

Table 3.6. Pairwise comparisons: results from Tukey HSD post-hoc analyses on the model of
interaction of release * voicing
Comparisons

Estimate

St. Error

[-rel]:[+voice] – [+rel]:[+voice]
-1.243
0.705
[+rel]:[-voice] – [+rel]:[+voice]
0.580
0.702
[-rel]:[-voice] – [-rel]:[+voice]
-0.986
0.706
[-rel]:[-voice] – [+rel]:[-voice]
-2.810
0.707
Significant codes: <0.001 ‘***’; <0.01 ‘**’; <0.05 ‘*’; <0.1 ‘.’

z-value

Pr (>|z|)

-1.764
0.825
-1.396
-3.975

0.290
0.842
0.501
<0.001 ***

The second model in Table 3.7 found significant main effects of Release (z = 5.216, p <
0.001) and Tenseness (z = 8.060, p < 0.001), as in the first model. The main effect of Stress
was not significant (p = 0.534), suggesting that participants were not more likely to hear an
extra syllable when the final syllable was stressed than when it was unstressed. This result is
consistent with the prediction of the two approaches that there would be no significant stress
effect because factors that might be influenced by stress, such as release of the final stop and
length of the pre-stop vowel, were controlled for in this task.

The effect of voicing was not found even when diphthong items were removed: pairwise comparisons
with Tukey’s HSD test of release * voicing interaction indicated that the voicing effect was not
significant when the final stop was unreleased (p = 0.144) and when it was released (p = 0.225).
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Table 3.7. The output of Model.stress
Estimate
St. Error
(Intercept)
0.329
0.461
Release ([-rel] vs. [+rel])
1.997
0.383
Voicing ([-voice] vs. [+voice])
0.118
0.380
Tenseness (lax vs. tense)
3.645
0.452
Stress ([-stress] vs. [+stress])
-0.352
0.568
Release * Voicing
-1.470
0.761
Release * Tenseness
-0.199
0.760
Voicing * Tenseness
1.253
0.761
Release * Voicing * Tenseness
-1.197
1.522
Significant codes: <0.001 ‘***’; <0.01 ‘**’; <0.05 ‘*’; <0.1 ‘.’

z-value
0.713
5.216
0.312
8.060
-0.621
-1.932
-0.262
1.646
-0.786

Pr (>|z|)
0.475
<0.001 ***
0.754
<0.001 ***
0.534
0.053 .
0.793
0.099 .
0.432

The output of the next model given in Table 3.8 shows the same results as in the first two
models: there were significant main effects of Release (z = 5.244, p < 0.001) and Tenseness (z
= 9.049, p < 0.001). In this model, Place1 (labial vs. coronal) and Place2 (coronal vs. dorsal)
did not have a significant main effect (labial vs. coronal: p = 0.232; coronal vs. dorsal: p =
0.397), suggesting that participants were not significantly more likely to perceive an extra
syllable when the English final stop was coronal than when it was labial or dorsal. Tukey’s
HSD test of stop place indicated that the differences between labial vs. dorsal stops were also
not significant (p = 0.457). These results are consistent with the predictions of both approaches
that there would be no significant effect of stop place (including morphological alternation
effect) in the task because final stop release was strictly controlled in the stimuli of the task and
because it is likely that participants of the task were considering simple acoustic similarity
between surface forms rather than similarity of the entire paradigm.

Table 3.8. The output of Model.place
Estimate
St. Error
(Intercept)
0.223
0.429
Release ([-rel] vs. [+rel])
1.995
0.380
Voicing ([-voice] vs. [+voice])
0.118
0.377
Tenseness (lax vs. tense)
3.501
0.386
Place1 (lab vs. cor)
-0.551
0.461
Place2 (cor vs. dor)
0.390
0.460
Release * Voicing
-1.469
0.756
Release * Tenseness
-0.198
0.756
Voicing * Tenseness
1.249
0.756
Release * Voicing * Tenseness
-1.195
1.513
Significant codes: <0.001 ‘***’; <0.01 ‘**’; <0.05 ‘*’; <0.1 ‘.’
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z-value
0.521
5.244
0.313
9.049
-1.193
0.847
-1.943
-0.263
1.652
-0.790

Pr (>|z|)
0.602
<0.001 ***
0.754
<0.001 ***
0.232
0.397
0.052 .
0.792
0.098 .
0.429

Table 3.9 gives the output of the last model where there were significant main effects of
Release (z = 5.214, p < 0.001) and Tenseness (z = 5.532, p < 0.001), just like in all the other
models. The main effect of Size was not significant (p = 0.560), indicating that participants
were not significantly more likely to overcount when the English nonce word was monosyllabic
than when it was polysyllabic.

Table 3.9. The output of Model.size
Estimate
St. Error
(Intercept)
0.263
0.435
Release ([-rel] vs. [+rel])
2.001
0.383
Voicing ([-voice] vs. [+voice])
0.116
0.380
Tenseness (lax vs. tense)
3.837
0.693
Size (monosyllabic vs. polysyllabic)
-0.413
0.709
Release * Voicing
-1.465
0.762
Release * Tenseness
-0.203
0.762
Voicing * Tenseness
1.257
0.762
Release * Voicing * Tenseness
-1.206
1.523
Significant codes: <0.001 ‘***’; <0.01 ‘**’; <0.05 ‘*’; <0.1 ‘.’

z-value
0.606
5.214
0.307
5.532
-0.583
-1.923
-0.267
1.649
-0.792

Pr (>|z|)
0.544
<0.001 ***
0.758
<0.001 ***
0.560
0.054 .
0.789
0.099 .
0.428

In this section, the statistical analysis of the results showed that there were significant
main effects of stop release and tenseness of pre-stop vowel. All four models had these same
effects and three different extra factors did not change the significance results found in the very
first model (Model.basic, Table 3.5). None of the extra predictors turned out to have a
significant main effect, and there were no significant interactions between the factors.

3.2.6 Discussion
In the syllable counting task, I found that two linguistic factors led to a greater likelihood
of syllable overcounting: an extra syllable was more likely to be heard in forms ending in
released stops and in forms in which the final stop was preceded by a tense vowel. I will discuss
the relationship between these findings and the two approaches in this section, first dealing
with the low accuracy of unreleased stops, and then turning to the effect of vowel tenseness.
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Low accuracy of unreleased stops
As mentioned in Section 3.2.5.1, the overall accuracy in syllable counting was very low
(46%). It is interesting that participants performed overall below chance level. A more
surprising result is that items ending in unreleased stops showed relatively higher inaccuracy
than expected: participants perceived an additional syllable in 44% of the forms that ended in
an unreleased stop, as shown in Figure 3.4. This is an intriguing finding because release is
proposed by Kang (2003) to be the major factor accounting for Korean speakers’ vowel
epenthesis following English final stops. This result suggests that release alone is not sufficient

Inaccuracy

to account for perception of an illusory vowel.

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

65%
44%

[-release]

[+release]

Figure 3.4. Syllable counting inaccuracy according to release of the final stop (Error bars
indicate 95% confidence intervals)

The lower accuracy for forms ending in unreleased stops might be correlated with the
effect of vowel tenseness. As shown in Section 3.2.5.1, monosyllabic words had two different
types of inaccurate responses, i.e., disyllabic and trisyllabic responses. The responses
indicating two extra syllables were not predicted by the adaptation-in-perception hypothesis,
which focused only on the possibility of perceiving final C as CV, so it is of some interest that
a difference was found. Table 3.10 shows that there was a relationship between vowel tenseness
and trisyllabic responses. No monosyllabic forms containing lax vowels received 3-syllable
responses, while 32% of monosyllabic forms with tense vowels received 3-syllable responses.
In contrast, almost all the words with lax vowels received disyllabic responses.
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Table 3.10. Syllable overcounting for monosyllabic words
Word size

Inaccurate
responses
2-syllable

Monosyllabic
3-syllable

Vowels
preceding
final stop
Lax
Tense
Lax
Tense

Syllable overcounting
(number of inaccurate responses
out of total inaccurate responses
for monosyllabic words)
7% (114/1664)
60% (1004/1664)
<1% (8/1664)
32% (538/1664)

The tendency to overcount forms containing tense vowels may be explained by the sound
system of the Korean language.22 Unlike English, Korean does not allow diphthongs within a
single syllable (Sohn 1999). That is, a one-syllable English word like game becomes a twosyllable word pronounced by Koreans as something like /ge.im/. For example, two
monosyllabic stimuli of the syllable counting task may have different syllabifications: a
monosyllabic form with a lax vowel such as [khp] can be syllabified as /.khp./ or /.kh.ph./,
while a monosyllabic form with a tense vowel such as [zap] can be syllabified as /.za.ip./ or
/.za.i.ph./. Thus, my Korean speakers could have analyzed [khp] either as /.khp./ or as
/.kh.ph./; and [zap] as /.zajp./ or as /.za.ip./ or /.za.i.ph./; and because /.zap./ does not
correspond to the syllable structure of the Korean language, which only admits one vowel in
one syllable, the Korean speakers who correctly identified the word as monosyllabic may have
had greater familiarity with English.
In order to exclude this possibly confounding vowel tenseness effect, Table 3.11 gives the
statistics for forms with lax vowels only. As shown in Figure 3.5 (right panel), Korean
participants were significantly more likely to overcount when the final stop of the lax items
was released than when it was unreleased (p < 0.001).

A tendency to count diphthongs as extra syllables could not be examined for disyllabic and trisyllabic
items since polysyllabic items did not include tense pre-final vowels. Only lax pre-stop vowels were
included for disyllabic and trisyllabic items, as mentioned in Section 2.3.2.
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Table 3.11. Accurate vs. inaccurate responses: release in forms with lax vowels
Release
[-release]
[+release]

Accurate
responses
700
492

Inaccurate
responses
200
408

Accurate

Inaccurate

78%
55%

22%
45%

Lax

Tense+lax
100%
90%
80%

65%

Inaccuracy

70%
60%
50%

45%

44%

40%
30%

22%

20%
10%
0%
[-release]

[+release]

[-release]

[+release]

Figure 3.5. Syllable counting inaccuracy according to release of the final stop in total stimuli
vs. forms with lax vowels (Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals)

Comparing the two figures given in Figure 3.5, we see that when all the tense forms are
removed from the overcounting responses, the accuracy rate for unreleased stops is much
improved. The overall accuracy also improves when only lax forms are considered, as shown
in Figure 3.6, so it is clear that release is not the only factor with a noticeable effect on
overcounting and other factors like vowel tenseness are also clearly playing an important role
even in the absence of release.
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100%
90%

Inaccuracy

80%
70%
60%

54%

50%

34%

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Total stimuli

Lax items only

Figure 3.6. Syllable counting inaccuracy of total stimuli vs. forms with lax vowels (Error bars
indicate 95% confidence intervals)

However, one thing to note here is that the inaccuracy was 22% even for items ending in
unreleased stops with lax vowels, as shown in Figure 3.5 (right panel). Taking voicing into
account, Figure 3.7 shows that the inaccuracy was still over 20% for items ending in unreleased
voiceless stops (those closest to legal Korean final stops) preceded by lax vowels (21%). This
result is difficult to explain in terms of release or voicing of the final stop or tenseness of prefinal vowel. It is possible that the syllable counting task was not straightforward for Korean
speakers. Even though they indicated that they were familiar with the definition of a syllable,
it is possible that they did not completely understand this concept when they were faced with
English nonce forms. It is plausible that they repeated the items to themselves in a way in which
they usually pronounce existing loanwords (e.g., peak -> [phikh]), and then they counted the
number of syllables for those forms. This would account for the low overall accuracy in this
task (46%), and the relatively high inaccuracy (21%) for items ending in unreleased voiceless
stops with lax vowels might just arise from task effects.
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Lax items
100%
90%
80%

Inaccuracy

70%
60%

52%

50%

39%

40%
30%

21%

[-voice]
[+voice]

23%

20%
10%
0%
[-release]

[+release]

Figure 3.7. Syllable counting inaccuracy according to release and voicing in forms with lax
vowels (Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals)

Vowel tenseness effect
In Section 3.2.5.2, I discussed the relationship between forms with lax vs. tense pre-final
vowels. The results showed that forms with tense vowels were statistically more likely to be
inaccurately counted than forms with lax vowels (p < 0.001, Figure 3.3). However, as
mentioned before, Korean speakers tend to overcount forms containing tense vowels because
of Korean phonotactics, i.e., a diphthong is not allowed within a single syllable and only one
vowel must be the peak of a syllable in Korean. In order to examine the effect of diphthongs
vs. tenseness, tense vowels were distinguished by type: long nuclei that do not have a change
in vowel quality such as [i:] and [u:] vs. obvious diphthongs that do change vowel quality such
as [a], [e], [o], and [o]. Table 3.12 compares syllable counting responses for the two
categories (diphthongs vs. monophthongs).
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Table 3.12. Accurate vs. inaccurate responses: tense vowels in monosyllables
Tense vowels
Diphthong
(e.g., [ei])
Monophthong
(e.g., [i:])

Accurate
responses
221

Inaccurate
responses
1219

Accuracy

Inaccuracy

15%

85%

397

323

55%

45%

Note that Table 3.12 considers responses only for monosyllabic words because
polysyllabic words contained no tense vowels, as mentioned in Section 2.3.2. Overcounting
was much more likely when the tense vowel was an obvious diphthong like [e] than when it
was a monophthong like [i:]. That is, the forms whose nuclei contain two different qualities
were more likely to be interpreted by Korean participants as heterosyllabic than those analyzed
as a tense monophthong like [i:].
To remove the effect of diphthongs, Figure 3.8 shows syllable counting inaccuracy
according to release, voicing and vowel tenseness for forms containing lax vowels vs. tense
monophthongs. A post-hoc test with Tukey’s HSD indicated that illusory vowel perception was
more likely when the final stop was released than when it was unreleased (p < 0.001), whereas
the difference between lax vs. tense monophthong items was not significant (p = 0.149). As
shown in Figure 3.8, unreleased voiceless items even had lower inaccuracy for tense
monophthong items than for lax items. This result is possibly attributed to the vowel duration
of the stimuli. As discussed in Section 2.3.2.1, the mean duration of lax pre-stop vowels in the
stimuli was actually longer than that of tense monophthongs (145ms vs. 101ms). It is possible
that the syllable counting inaccuracy was not statistically different for lax vs. tense
monophthong items since participants heard the auditory items where lax vowels were longer
than tense monophthongs. We might get a different result from a task where tense
monophthongs have longer mean duration than lax vowels in the stimuli.
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Lax

Tense monophthong

100%
90%
80%

Inaccuracy

70%
60%
50%

[-voice]

40%

[+voice]

30%
20%
10%
0%
[-release]

[+release]

[-release]

[+release]

Figure 3.8. Syllable counting inaccuracy by release and voicing in forms with lax pre-stop
vowels and in forms with tense monophthongs (Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals)

A study by Kwon (2017) provides evidence that the tense vowel effect cannot be fully
accounted for only by the greater likelihood of release in English pronunciation after tense
vowels, as proposed by Kang (2003). Kwon probed Korean speakers’ perception of nonce
forms by asking Korean speakers to choose the appropriate allomorph of suffixes that have two
allomorphs, one used after stems ending in a vowel and the other after stems ending in a
consonant. In an experiment where Korean participants listened to English non-words ending
in a plosive and selected an appropriate suffix after each stimulus,23 Kwon (2017) controlled
the presence/absence of stop release by excising the release portion of released items. The
effect of tense vowels preceding the stem-final consonant was still found in unreleased items
(about 40% of vowel insertion in unreleased tense items for near monolingual speakers, see
Kwon 2017: 11). Similarly, my experimental results showed 26% inaccuracy in forms ending

23

Korean case markers have two allomorphs, consonant-initial and vowel-initial. Their distribution is
phonologically conditioned by the presence of a coda in the preceding noun. For example, when the
preceding noun ends in a vowel, the consonant-initial allomorph occurs (e.g., imo ‘aunt’ → imo-ll
‘aunt-ACC’); when the noun ends in a consonant, the vowel-initial allomorph occurs (e.g., samthon
‘uncle’ → samthon-l ‘uncle-ACC’)
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in unreleased stops with tense monophthongs, even though stop release was controlled for in
the stimuli. However, in my task the vowel tenseness effect might have been confounded with
the word size effect, since tense vowels were included only for monosyllabic items. That is,
the low accuracy for the items with tense monophthongs might be due to the fact that
monosyllables are not preferred in Korean.24

Undercounting responses
We saw in Section 3.2.5.1 that a small percentage of the polysyllabic words were
undercounted: 3 monosyllabic responses for disyllabic words and 11 disyllabic responses for
trisyllabic words (0.7% of total inaccurate responses). 3 different disyllabic words received 3
undercounting responses from 3 different participants and those words shared no common
factors. 7 different trisyllabic words received 11 undercounting responses from 4 different
participants and there also were no factors in common. One participant gave undercounting
responses for both disyllabic and trisyllabic words. These 14 undercounting responses out of
2150 inaccurate responses are probably accidental mistakes, made by only 5 participants.

We have looked at syllable counting inaccuracy in terms of each linguistic factor and
different predictions of the two approaches. First, the adaptation-in-perception approach
predicted that Korean participants would perceive an extra syllable since they inaccurately hear
an English final stop as being CV when the final stop is released or voiced, when it is preceded
by a tense vowel, and when it occurs in a monosyllable. This approach predicted no significant
effects in stop place and final stress because final stop release was controlled across each
category of place and stress in the stimuli. This view also predicted no significant effect in
morphological alternation since the final consonant of Korean nouns can surface as a coronal
stop which means that Koreans would take English words ending in a coronal stop to be legal
in Korean. On the other hand, the adaptation-in-production approach predicted that acoustic
factors would not affect Korean participants' perception of the number of syllables in the
24

All the experimental items used in Kwon’s (2017) study are also monosyllabic, so a similar issue
could arise related to the tense vowel effect, but word size is not a factor she investigates; she considers
only four factors in her study, i.e., release, voicing, place, and vowel tenseness.
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English forms since they accurately hear an English final stop as consonant-final. Thus, this
approach predicted no significant effect of the given factors.
We found in the syllable counting task that stop release and vowel tenseness had
significant effects: perception of an extra syllable was more likely after (i) released stops than
unreleased stops and (ii) stops following a tense vowel than following a lax vowel. This finding
is consistent with the adaptation-in-perception approach. No effect was found with respect to
the other factors in the syllable counting task: no effect of stop voicing and word size is
consistent with the adaptation-in-production approach, and no effect of final stress, stop place,
and morphological alternation is consistent with both the adaptation-in-perception and the
adaptation-in-production approaches. Thus, the predictions of the syllable counting experiment
appear to support the adaptation-in-perception approach, although it is possible that the
adaptation-in-production approach was also playing a role. We turn to two other behavioral
experiments, a categorization task and a similarity judgment task, for additional empirical
evidence for the unnecessary vowel insertion.
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Chapter 4
Categorization

As discussed in Chapter 3, results from the syllable counting experiment showed that
Korean speakers were more likely to identify an English final stop as a stop followed by a
vowel when the final stop was released and when it was preceded by a tense vowel, but the
results were not sufficient to determine which approach provides a better fit with the
unnecessary vowel epenthesis. Thus, in this chapter I report on an additional perception
experiment to examine how foreign forms are perceived. In the categorization task Korean
participants categorized English stop-final and vowel-final forms in a forced choice task where
they were asked whether the form ended in a consonant. This experiment was designed to test
the effects of the same linguistic factors that were considered in the syllable counting
experiment and to investigate participants’ ability to accurately perceive English stop-final
forms.

4.1 Categorization experiment
4.1.1 Participants
A different participant group was recruited for the categorization task than for the syllable
counting task. The participants in this task were 30 Korean native speakers who were
undergraduate and graduate students at Sogang University in Seoul, South Korea. 11
participants were male and 19 were female. Participants ranged in age from 21 to 38, with an
average age of 27.6 at the time of participation (SD=5.4). The average age of first exposure to
English study was 10.1 years old (SD=2.0). No participants were English majors or had lived
in an English-speaking country at the time of the experiment. No participants reported any
speech or hearing disorders. All participants volunteered to participate in the experiment and
were given a monetary compensation upon completing the task.
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4.1.2 Stimuli and procedure
The 30 Korean participants each listened to 198 pseudo-English target items including
nonce words ending in a consonant as well as nonce words ending in a vowel. The number of
consonant-final English non-words was 132 and the number of vowel-final English non-words
was 66. The 132 consonant-final English nonce words were the same items as the ones used in
the production task and the syllable counting task. In the categorization experiment, consonantfinal nonce words ended in stops and vowel-final nonce words always ended in a barred i [].
All the nonce words were recorded by a balanced Korean-English bilingual speaker who was
able to properly produce the vowel [] while otherwise keeping English pronunciation. The
entire set of auditory stimuli including filler items is presented in Appendix 3.
Participants were directed to listen to the auditory stimuli and to answer the following
question for each stimulus: Do you think that the word ends in a consonant? A coda consonant
is called pachim in Korean; thus, before the start of the task, the experimenter explained to
participants that the question of “Does the word end in a consonant?” would mean the same as
that of “Does the final syllable of the word have a pachim?” and that they should choose answer
Yes if they thought that the word had a pachim or answer No if they thought that the word did
not have a pachim. Participants were told that they would be hearing English nonce forms that
would sound just like English words but would not be found in an English dictionary.
Directions were given in Korean by the experimenter (the author), and the test question was
given in English on a computer monitor as indicated in Figure 4.1. Most of the participants
understood the concept of the question without difficulty.25
Participants were given no orthographic or other information but only auditory
information through a laptop computer. They listened to stimuli using a headphone in a soundattenuated room in the English Department at Sogang University. Participants had a short
practice round before the actual task. Praat’s ExperimentMFC was used in this experiment
where the stimuli were sounds and the responses were categories (Yes or No) whose labels

Out of 30 participants, only one subject expressed difficulty making a choice. This subject wanted
to stop a minute after the categorization task had started because he did not fully understand what to do.
The methodology was explained to the subject again and he finished the task, but his results showed
that he did not understand the experiment very well even at the second trial. I will discuss this in more
detail in Section 4.1.4.3.
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appeared on buttons, as shown in Figure 4.1. Participants were asked to click on one of choices
which were shown as labelled rectangles.

Figure 4.1. Response screen for the categorization experiment

Participants needed to click on their choice in order to hear the next stimulus. That is, a
new stimulus arrived when participants made their choice. They heard the stimulus only once;
they could not go back to hear an item again even if they wanted to. Listeners heard 219
different stimuli including filler items, and the order of the stimuli was randomized for each
subject. Each participant had a short break after every 51 trials. This task took about ten minutes
to complete, and participants were paid for their participation.

4.1.3 Predictions
Table 4.1 shows the predictions of the adaptation-in-production approach. This hypothesis
would predict that since Korean listeners accurately perceive an English final stop as a final
consonant, they will categorize English CVC as CVC even if the primary factors create a
structure that is acoustically similar to the Korean vowel. Thus, according to this hypothesis,
there should be no significant effects of all the given factors, as shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. Predictions of the adaptation-in-production approach for categorization task
Linguistic factors
Stop release
Primary
factors

Stop voicing
Vowel tenseness

Secondary
factors

Stop place
(labials vs.
dorsals)
Final stress

Other
factors

Morphological
alternation
(coronals)
Word size
(phonological
markedness)

Predictions
There will be no significant difference in the
categorization between an English word ending in a
released stop and an English word ending in an
unreleased stop.
There will be no significant difference in the
categorization between an English word ending in a
voiced stop and an English word ending in a voiceless
stop.
There will be no significant difference in the
categorization between an English word with tense prefinal vowel and an English word with lax pre-final vowel.
There will be no significant difference in the
categorization between an English word ending in a labial
stop and an English word ending in a dorsal stop.
There will be no significant difference in the
categorization between an English word ending in a
stressed syllable and an English word ending in an
unstressed syllable.
There will be no significant difference in the
categorization between an English word ending in a
coronal stop and an English word ending in a labial or
dorsal stop.
There will be no significant difference in the
categorization between an English monosyllabic word
and an English polysyllabic word.

Table 4.2 shows the predictions of the adaptation-in-perception approach. This hypothesis
would predict that Korean listeners will categorize English CVC as CVCV because they
misperceive the English final stop with specific phonetic characteristics as being CV. It is
expected that several factors will have an effect and there are different reasons for each
linguistic property: first, release will cause the perception of an illusory vowel since it creates
a structure that is phonetically similar to the inserted vowel; second, voicing will also cause
Korean listeners to hear an illusory vowel because voicing can occur only between sonorants
in Korean; third, vowel tenseness will cause the perception of an illusory vowel because a
vowel is longer in an open than in a closed syllable in Korean and tense vowels are longer than
lax vowels; and last, there will be a word size effect since monosyllabic words are not preferred
in Korean and the dispreference for monosyllables can bias listeners toward hearing an extra
syllable in monosyllabic forms.
However, the adaptation-in-perception hypothesis will not predict significant effects in
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stop place, final stress, and morphological alternation for the following reasons: first, release
was strictly balanced across each category of place and stress in the categorization task; and
second, Korean nouns can end in coronal stops on the surface so that there is no reason to make
Korean listeners think that English words cannot end in coronal stops.

Table 4.2. Predictions of the adaptation-in-perception approach for categorization task
Linguistic factors
Stop release
Primary
factors

Stop voicing
Vowel tenseness

Secondary
factors

Stop place
(labials vs.
dorsals)
Final stress

Other
factors

Morphological
alternation
(coronals)
Word size
(phonological
markedness)

Predictions
An English word ending in a released stop will be more
likely to be categorized as vowel-final than an English
word ending in an unreleased stop.
An English word ending in a voiced stop will be more
likely to be categorized as vowel-final than an English
word ending in a voiceless stop.
An English word ending in a stop will be more likely to
be categorized as vowel-final when the English vowel
preceding the final stop is tense than when it is lax.
There will be no significant difference in the
categorization between an English word ending in a labial
stop and a word ending in a dorsal stop.
There will be no significant difference in the
categorization between an English word with a stressed
final syllable and a word with an unstressed final syllable.
There will be no significant difference in the
categorization between an English word ending in a
coronal stop and a word ending in a labial or dorsal stop.
An English word ending in a stop will be more likely to
be categorized as vowel-final when the English word is
monosyllabic than when it is polysyllabic.

4.1.4 Results
4.1.4.1 Overall results
There was a total of 5940 responses (198 stimuli X 30 participants). For all stimuli, 44%
of consonant-final English nonce words were identified as consonant-final, as opposed to 6%
of vowel-final English nonce words, as shown in Table 4.3. Here, 44% was calculated on the
number of ‘word ends in consonant’ responses for consonant-final words out of the total
number of responses for consonant-final words, and 6% was calculated on the number of ‘word
ends in vowel’ responses for vowel-final words out of the total number of responses for vowelfinal words.
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Table 4.3. Consonant-final vs. vowel-final responses
Final

C-final
V-final
C-final
V-final
responses responses responses responses
C-final words
1758
2202
44%
56%
V-final words
113
1867
6%
94%
Korean speakers were significantly more likely to categorize consonant-final English nonce
words as consonant-final than vowel-final English nonce words (p < 0.001); yet they were still
more likely to categorize them as vowel-final than as consonant-final (56% vs. 44%), as shown
in Table 4.3. This result is particularly connected to my predictions given in Table 4.2 and is
discussed in the following section.

4.1.4.2 Consonant-final words
The results from the categorization experiment indicated that Korean participants were
more likely to categorize an English final stop as a stop plus vowel (i) when the final stop was
released than when it was unreleased, (ii) when it was voiced than when it was voiceless, (iii)
when it was preceded by a tense vowel than when it was preceded by a lax vowel, and (iv)
when it was dorsal than when it was labial. The effects of release, voicing, and vowel tenseness
are visually summarized in Figure 4.2. These three effects were found in all the statistical
models built for the task (see Tables 4.5, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9), and Tukey's HSD test of stop place
confirmed that there was a place effect. Also, the interaction of release and voicing was
significant in all four models, indicating that vowel insertion was more likely when the English
final stop was unreleased voiced than when it was unreleased voiceless, and when it was
released voiceless than when it was released voiced (see Figure 4.3). Another significant
interaction was found between voicing and vowel tenseness: vowel insertion was more likely
when an English final voiceless stop was preceded by a tense vowel than when it was preceded
by a lax vowel (see Table 4.11).
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'word ends in vowel' response

Lax

Tense

100%
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60%
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[-voice]
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[+voice]
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Figure 4.2. Categorization choices by release and voicing in forms with lax vs. tense pre-stop
vowels (Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals)

The presence/absence of an epenthetic vowel reflected in the choice of responses was
modeled using several mixed effects logistic regression models, implemented in the lme4
package (Bates et al. 2015) in R (R Development Core Team 2016). The first model was built
for the three primary factors (stop release, stop voicing, and tenseness of pre-stop vowel); then,
three additional models were built by adding each of the non-primary factors (final stress, stop
place, and word size) to the model of the primary factors (see Table 4.4). For all four models,
the dependent variable was the participants' answers (whether participants' response is
consonant-final or vowel-final) and it was coded as 0 for responses of ‘English word ends in
consonant’ and 1 for responses of ‘English word ends in vowel’.
Fixed effects included six linguistic factors, stop release (unreleased or released), stop
voicing (voiceless or voiced), tenseness of pre-stop vowel (lax or tense), stress of final syllable
(unstressed or stressed), stop place (labial, coronal or dorsal), and word size (monosyllabic or
polysyllabic). Interactions of the primary factors (release, voicing, vowel tenseness) were also
included in all of the models. Two-level factors including Release, Voicing, Tenseness, Stress,
and Size were deviation-coded, and Place was coded using forward difference coding. Random
effects included participants and items; random intercept model converged and only a random
intercept was included for both participants and items. Follow up post-hoc comparisons were
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conducted using Tukey’s HSD tests of multcomp package (Hothorn et al. 2008). The four
regression models are given in Table 4.4 and their outputs are summarized in Tables 4.5, 4.7,
4.8, and 4.9.

Table 4.4. Models for the categorization task
Model.basic
Model.stress
Model.place
Model.size

glmer (Response ~ RELEASE * VOICING * TENSENESS + (1|subject) + (1|item), data =
Categorization, family="binomial")
glmer (Response ~ RELEASE * VOICING * TENSENESS + STRESS + (1|subject) + (1|item), data
= Categorization, family="binomial")
glmer (Response ~ RELEASE * VOICING * TENSENESS + PLACE + (1|subject) + (1|item), data
= Categorization, family="binomial")
glmer (Response ~ RELEASE * VOICING * TENSENESS + SIZE + (1|subject) + (1|item), data =
Categorization, family="binomial")

The output of the first model is given in Table 4.5, where a main effect of Release was
significant (z = 17.305, p < 0.001); Korean participants were more likely to categorize an
English final stop as a stop followed by a vowel when the stop was released than when it was
unreleased. This result was consistent with the prediction of the adaptation-in-perception
approach, but inconsistent with the adaptation-in-production approach which predicted no
significant release effect in the task. The main effect of Voicing was significant (z = 3.071, p <
0.01), indicating that voiced final stops were more likely to be categorized as CV than voiceless
final stops, which was again consistent with the prediction of the adaptation-in-perception
approach.

Table 4.5. The output of Model.basic
Estimate
St. Error
(Intercept)
0.356
0.226
Release ([-rel] vs. [+rel])
2.696
0.155
Voicing ([-voice] vs. [+voice])
0.466
0.151
Tenseness (lax vs. tense)
0.924
0.151
Release * Voicing
-2.426
0.304
Release * Tenseness
0.279
0.303
Voicing * Tenseness
-0.576
0.303
Release * Voicing * Tenseness
0.025
0.606
Significant codes: <0.001 ‘***’; <0.01 ‘**’; <0.05 ‘*’; <0.1 ‘.’
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z-value
1.577
17.305
3.071
6.086
-7.969
0.923
-1.902
0.042

Pr (>|z|)
0.114
<0.001 ***
<0.01 **
<0.001 ***
<0.001 ***
0.355
0.057
0.966

In this model given in Table 4.5, there was a significant interaction of Release * Voicing
(z = -7.969, p < 0.001); Figure 4.3 shows the rate of vowel-final responses based on release
and voicing of the final stop. As shown in the figure, when final stops were separated into
unreleased vs. released, there is a voicing effect in both release conditions: a predicted direction
of voicing effect in unreleased stops and a reverse direction of voicing effect in released stops.
As shown in Table 4.6, Tukey’s HSD post-hoc comparisons of Release * Voicing interaction
indicated that the voicing effect was significant in both released and unreleased stops: voiced
stops induced more vowel-final responses than voiceless stops did when release was not present
(z = 6.763, p < 0.001) whereas voiceless stops had higher rate of vowel-final responses in
released stops (z = -2.963. p < 0.05). Since both release and voicing were predicted by the
adaptation-in-perception approach to lead to more frequent vowel-final responses, I expected
the highest rate of vowel-final responses to occur in forms ending in a released voiced stop,
and the lowest rate of vowel-final responses in an unreleased voiceless stop. However, as
shown in Figure 4.3, while forms ending in unreleased voiceless stops did have the lowest rate,
forms ending in released voiceless stops actually had a higher rate of vowel-final responses

'word ends in vowel' response

than forms ending in released voiced stops.

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
[-voice]

[+voice]

[-voice]

[-release]

[+voice]
[+release]

Release & Voicing

Figure 4.3. Categorization choices by release and voicing of the final stop (Error bars indicate
95% confidence intervals)
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Table 4.6. Pairwise comparisons: results from Tukey HSD post-hoc analyses on the model of
interaction of release * voicing
Comparisons

Estimate

St. Error

[+rel]:[-voice] – [-rel]:[-voice]
3.866
0.254
[-rel]:[+voice] – [-rel]:[-voice]
1.634
0.241
[+rel]:[+voice] – [+rel]:[-voice]
-0.722
0.243
[+rel]:[+voice] – [-rel]:[+voice]
1.509
0.236
Significant codes: <0.001 ‘***’; <0.01 ‘**’; <0.05 ‘*’; <0.1 ‘.’

z-value

Pr (>|z|)

15.224
6.763
-2.963
6.381

<0.001 ***
<0.001 ***
<0.05 *
<0.001 ***

The first model given in Table 4.5 also found a significant main effect of Tenseness (z =
6.086, p < 0.001), which indicates that participants were more likely to categorize an English
final stop as a stop followed by a vowel when the stop was preceded by a tense vowel than
when it was preceded by a lax vowel (see Figure 4.4). I will discuss the difference between
items with lax pre-final vowels and items with tense monophthongs in Section 4.1.5.

100%
80%
70%

response

'word ends in vowel'

90%

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Lax

Tense

Figure 4.4. Categorization choices by tenseness of pre-stop vowel (Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals)

The second model in Table 4.7 found significant main effects of Release (z = 17.327, p <
0.001), Voicing (z = 3.077, p < 0.01), and Tenseness (z = 4.928, p < 0.001), and a significant
interaction of Release * Voicing (z = -7.978, p < 0.001), as in the first model. Stress did not
have a significant main effect in this model (p = 0.532), indicating that stressed items were not
significantly more likely to be categorized as CV than unstressed items.
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Table 4.7. The output of Model.stress
Estimate
St. Error
(Intercept)
0.314
0.236
Release ([-rel] vs. [+rel])
2.696
0.155
Voicing ([-voice] vs. [+voice])
0.466
0.151
Tenseness (lax vs. tense)
0.868
0.176
Stress ([-stress] vs. [+stress])
0.139
0.224
Release * Voicing
-2.425
0.304
Release * Tenseness
0.279
0.302
Voicing * Tenseness
-0.577
0.302
Release * Voicing * Tenseness
0.024
0.605
Significant codes: <0.001 ‘***’; <0.01 ‘**’; <0.05 ‘*’; <0.1 ‘.’

z-value
1.335
17.327
3.077
4.928
0.624
-7.978
0.922
-1.908
0.040

Pr (>|z|)
0.182
<0.001 ***
<0.01 **
<0.001 ***
0.532
<0.001 ***
0.356
0.056
0.968

The output of the third model given in Table 4.8 shows similar results to that of the first
two models: there were significant main effects of Release (z = 18.760, p < 0.001), Voicing (z
= 3.358, p < 0.001), and Tenseness (z = 6.646, p < 0.001), and there was a significant interaction
of Release * Voicing (z = -8.652, p < 0.001). This model found a significant main effect of
Place1 (labial vs. coronal) (z = -4.986, p < 0.001), which indicates that participants were more
likely to categorize an English final stop as a stop followed by a vowel when the stop was
coronal than when it was labial. However, the main effect of Place2 (coronal vs. dorsal) was
only marginally significant (p = 0.050).
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Thus, there was no significant effect of

morphological alternation in the categorization task, which is consistent with the prediction of
both the misperception and the perceptual similarity approaches. In addition, Tukey’s HSD test
of stop place showed that the difference between labial vs. dorsal final stops was significant (p
< 0.01), indicating that dorsal final stops were more likely to be categorized as CV than labial
final stops. This result is inconsistent with the prediction of the two approaches that there would
be no effect of stop place in the task. This model also indicated that the interaction of Voicing
* Tenseness was significant (z = -2.061, p < 0.05), suggesting that the effect of tense vowel
depends on the voicing effect. I will discuss the unexpected place effect and the interaction of
voicing and vowel tenseness in Section 4.1.5.

Tukey’s HSD test of stop place showed that the differences between coronal vs. dorsal final stops
was not significant (p = 0.123).
26
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Table 4.8. The output of Model.place
Estimate
St. Error
(Intercept)
0.356
0.224
Release ([-rel] vs. [+rel])
2.697
0.143
Voicing ([-voice] vs. [+voice])
0.468
0.139
Tenseness (lax vs. tense)
0.927
0.139
Place1 (lab vs. cor)
-0.844
0.169
Place2 (cor vs. dor)
0.329
0.168
Release * Voicing
-2.419
0.279
Release * Tenseness
0.286
0.278
Voicing * Tenseness
-0.573
0.278
Release * Voicing * Tenseness
0.035
0.556
Significant codes: <0.001 ‘***’; <0.01 ‘**’; <0.05 ‘*’; <0.1 ‘.’

z-value
1.589
18.760
3.358
6.646
-4.986
1.956
-8.652
1.029
-2.061
0.065

Pr (>|z|)
0.112
<0.001 ***
<0.001 ***
<0.001 ***
<0.001 ***
0.050 .
<0.001 ***
0.303
<0.05 *
0.948

Table 4.9 gives the output of the last model where there were significant main effects of
Release (z = 17.358, p < 0.001), Voicing (z = 3.091, p < 0.01), and Tenseness (z = 2.681, p <
0.01), and a significant interaction of Release * Voicing (z = -7.985, p < 0.001), as in all the
other models. The main effect of Size was not significant (p = 0.339), indicating that
participants were not significantly more likely to categorize an English final stop as CV when
the form was monosyllabic than when it was polysyllabic.

Table 4.9. The output of Model.size
Estimate
St. Error
(Intercept)
0.330
0.227
Release ([-rel] vs. [+rel])
2.695
0.155
Voicing ([-voice] vs. [+voice])
0.467
0.151
Tenseness (lax vs. tense)
0.714
0.266
Size (monosyllabic vs. polysyllabic)
0.261
0.274
Release * Voicing
-2.422
0.303
Release * Tenseness
0.278
0.302
Voicing * Tenseness
-0.579
0.302
Release * Voicing * Tenseness
0.019
0.603
Significant codes: <0.001 ‘***’; <0.01 ‘**’; <0.05 ‘*’; <0.1 ‘.’

z-value
1.451
17.358
3.091
2.681
0.954
-7.985
0.920
-1.920
0.032

Pr (>|z|)
0.146
<0.001 ***
<0.01 **
<0.01 **
0.339
<0.001 ***
0.357
0.054 .
0.974

In this section, the statistical analysis of the results showed that all the primary factors had
significant main effects, i.e., stop release, stop voicing, and tenseness of pre-stop vowel; and
that two interactions of those factors turned out to be significant, i.e., release * voicing and
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voicing * vowel tenseness. All four models had three different significant main effects and a
significant interaction of release * voicing; the interaction of voicing * vowel tenseness was
significant only in the model related to stop place. Among the three different extra factors (final
stress, stop place, and word size), only stop place had a significant main effect in the
categorization task.

4.1.4.3 Vowel-final words heard as consonant-final
This section discusses vowel-final English nonce words identified as consonant-final. As
we have seen (Section 4.1.4.1), 6% of vowel-final words were identified as consonant-final, as
opposed to 44% of consonant-final words (Table 4.3). Here we consider what could be special
about the 6% of vowel-final words that were heard as consonant-final. The following possible
factors were examined for vowel-final items heard as consonant-final: (i) onset voicing of final
syllables, e.g., kh.th vs. kh.d; (ii) onset place of final syllables, e.g., kh.ph vs. kh.th vs.
zai.kh; (iii) tenseness of penultimate vowel, e.g., kh.th vs. vuː.th; (iv) stress of penultimate
vowel, e.g., go.z.th vs. go.z.th; and (v) word size, e.g., f.g vs. go.z.g vs. go.mo.z.g.
Stop release could not be considered since vowel-final words do not end in stops. The entire
set of vowel-final items heard as consonant-final and their responses are given in Appendix 4.
Figure 4.5 shows how each attribute affected responses of vowel-final words.27 Three
main attributes are above chance level (Voiceless 67%, Lax 57%, Disyllabic 54%). The most
frequent attribute is Voiceless (67%) and the least frequent one is Quadrisyllabic (22%). This
result suggests that Korean speakers tended to be affected by Voicing, Vowel tenseness, and
Word size when they heard vowel-final words. Of those three linguistic factors, Word size did
not turn out to significantly affect the categorization of stop-final English nonce words. This
could make sense in that perception of stop-final words as vowel-final and perception of vowelfinal words as stop-final are completely opposite phenomena since the former involves hearing
a vowel that is not present in the input and the latter involves failing to hear a vowel that is
present in the input. The results suggest that Word size led to failure to hear a vowel in the

Here, attributes refer to values of factors (predictors). That is, the predictor of Voicing has 2 attributes,
Voiced and Voiceless. Similarly, the predictor of Place has 3 attributes, Labial, Coronal and Dorsal.
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categorization of English vowel-final forms. Note that this factor did not contribute to the
perception of an illusory vowel when Korean participants heard stop-final English forms. It is
puzzling that Voicing and Vowel tenseness turned out to be a factor that favored Koreans both

Vowel
tenseness

Word size

hearing an illusory vowel and failing to hear a vowel.

Disyllabic

54%

Trisyllabic

24%

Quadrisyllabic

22%

Lax

57%

Tense

43%

Place

Labial

37%

Coronal

28%

Voicing

Dorsal

35%

Voiced

33%

Voiceless

67%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Frequency of factors

Figure 4.5. Attributes affecting responses of vowel-final items

Table 4.10 shows vowel-final words identified as consonant-final across participants. Out
of thirty participants, P30 is considered an outlier (>Mean+2SD). As mentioned in Section
4.1.2, the results of this subject showed that he did not seem to understand the instructions for
the experiment very well. When his results are removed from the data, we have better Mean
and SD (Mean = 5.7%, SD = 12.9 → Mean = 3.7%, SD = 7%), as given in Table 4.10.
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Table 4.10. Vowel-final items heard as consonant-final across participants
Participants
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19
P20
P21
P22
P23
P24
P25
P26
P27
P28
P29
P30

Number of
‘word ends in
consonant’ response
1
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
1
2
3
1
0
1
1
3
17
0
2
0
8
2
1
2
0
0
19
1
3
42
Mean
SD

‘word ends in
consonant’
response (%)
1.5%
0%
0%
0%
1.5%
0%
3%
0%
1.5%
3%
4.5%
1.5%
0%
1.5%
1.5%
4.5%
25.8%
0%
3%
0%
12.1%
3%
1.5%
3%
0%
0%
28.8%
1.5%
4.5%
63.6%
5.7%
12.9%

after P30 is
removed
3.7%
7%

4.1.5 Discussion
We have looked at categorization choices in terms of each linguistic factor and different
predictions of the two approaches. First, the adaptation-in-perception approach predicted that
Korean participants would categorize English CVC as CVCV since they inaccurately hear an
English final stop as being CV when the final stop is released or voiced, when it is preceded
by a tense vowel, and when it occurs in a monosyllable. This approach predicted no significant
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effects in stop place and final stress because release of the final stop was controlled across each
category of place and stress in the stimuli. This view also predicted no significant effect in
morphological alternation since the final consonant of Korean nouns can surface as a coronal
stop which means that Koreans would take English words ending in a coronal stop to be legal
in Korean. On the other hand, the adaptation-in-production approach predicted that Korean
participants would categorize English CVC as CVC since they accurately hear an English final
stop as consonant-final. Thus, this approach predicted no significant effect of the given factors.
We found in the categorization task that stop release, stop voicing, vowel tenseness, and
stop place had significant effects: a greater likelihood of vowel-final responses was more likely
after (i) released stops than unreleased stops, (ii) voiced stops than voiceless stops, (iii) stops
following a tense vowel than following a lax vowel, and (iv) dorsal stops than labial stops. The
effects of release, voicing, and vowel tenseness are consistent with the adaptation-in-perception
approach, but the stop place effect is consistent with neither the adaptation-in-perception nor
the adaptation-in-production approach. No effect was found in the other factors in the
categorization task: no effect of final stress and morphological alternation is consistent with
both approaches, and no effect of word size is consistent with the adaptation-in-production
approach. Thus, the predictions of the categorization experiment clearly support the adaptationin-perception approach.
All in all, in the categorization experiment, we saw that four factors played a role: an
English final stop was more likely to be categorized as a stop followed by a vowel when the
stop was released, when it was voiced, when it was preceded by a tense vowel, and when it
was dorsal. In addition, the interaction of release and voicing and the interaction of voicing and
vowel tenseness were significant. Below I discuss the place effect and then turn to the
interaction of voicing and vowel tenseness.

Place effect
We have seen that there was a significant stop place effect in the categorization task (p <
0.01). As shown in Figure 4.6, Korean participants were more likely to categorize an English
final stop as a stop followed by a vowel when the stop was dorsal than when it was labial.
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'word ends in vowel' response
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Figure 4.6. Categorization choices by place of the final stop (Error bars indicate 95%
Confidence Intervals)

According to Kang 2003, the more likely a final stop is to be released by English speakers,
the more likely it is to undergo vowel insertion by Korean speakers, so vowel insertion is more
likely after a dorsal final stop than after a labial final stop because Korean speakers are more
likely to hear a released pronunciation of a dorsal final stop than that of a labial final stop. Thus,
there is nothing about dorsality itself that can contribute to vowel insertion. The only reason
labial vs. dorsal stops matters is because it affects the likelihood of release in English
pronunciation. However, here in the categorization task, participants were not hearing
naturalistic spoken English. They were hearing stimuli where stop release was strictly balanced
across places of articulations; participants listened to the same numbers of released and
unreleased stops for each category of place. Thus, unlike in naturalistic English, stop place was
completely independent of stop release in the current experiment. For this reason, neither
approach predicted a greater likelihood of vowel-final responses as a consequence of final
consonant place.
However, this prediction was not confirmed in the task; the results indicated that dorsal
final stops were significantly more likely to be categorized as CV than labial final stops. This
unpredicted finding regarding stop place effect might be attributed to the fact that dorsal codas
have longer release bursts than labial codas (mean release duration: 24ms vs. 13ms), as
discussed in 2.3.2.1. Previous studies report that dorsal final stops have the longest release
bursts and that longer release bursts are more likely to be heard as having an epenthetic vowel
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(Byrd 1993; Wilson et al. 2014). Hence, the longer release bursts of dorsal stops as compared
to labial stops might be a motivation for the higher rate of vowel-final responses after dorsal
stops in the task.

Interaction of voicing and vowel tenseness
We have seen that there was a significant interaction of stop voicing and tenseness of the
pre-stop vowel in the task. As shown in Table 4.11, Tukey’s HSD post-hoc comparisons of the
interaction of Voicing * Tenseness confirmed that the vowel tenseness effect was significant
only for the voiceless condition (see Figure 4.7): tense pre-stop vowels triggered more vowelfinal responses than lax pre-stop vowels when stop voicing was absent (z = 2.599, p < 0.05)
whereas the difference between lax vs. tense conditions was not significant when the final stop
was voiced (p = 0.413).

Table 4.11. Pairwise comparisons: results from Tukey HSD post-hoc analyses on the model of
interaction of Voicing * Tenseness
Comparisons

Estimate

St. Error

voiced:lax – voiceless:lax
0.746
0.454
voiceless:tense – voiceless:lax
1.143
0.440
voiced:tense – voiced:lax
0.666
0.433
voiced:tense – voiceless:tense
0.026
0.417
Significant codes: <0.001 ‘***’; <0.01 ‘**’; <0.05 ‘*’; <0.1 ‘.’
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z-value

Pr (>|z|)

1.642
2.599
1.539
0.646

0.354
<0.05 *
0.413
0.916
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Figure 4.7. Categorization choices by voicing and vowel tenseness (Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals)

It is not so clear in Figure 4.7 that the tense vowel effect was significant only for voiceless
stops since the difference between lax vs. tense items looks very similar for both stop voicing
conditions. The significant interaction of voicing and vowel tenseness might be affected by
stop place because this was found only in the model involving stop place. Figure 4.8
summarizes categorization choices by voicing and place of final stops and vowel tenseness,
where only forms ending in labial stops in tense items show a different pattern, i.e., voiceless
stops had a higher rate of vowel-final responses than voiced stops, whereas all the other bars
of voiced vs. voiceless stops show an opposite direction, with more voiced stops categorized
as CV.
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Figure 4.8. Categorization choices by voicing and place of the final stop in lax vs. tense items
(Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals)

Thus, it is possible that the difference between voiced vs. voiceless stops shown in tense labial
items affected the significant interaction of stop voicing and vowel tenseness. However, it is
not so obvious why only tense labial items had a different pattern since the measurement of the
stimuli showed that the release burst duration of labial stops was the same for voiced and
voiceless stops (13ms for both voiced and voiceless stops). It is strange that the voicing effect
of tense labial items went in the unpredicted direction because there does not seem to be a
factor that could contribute to the likelihood of vowel-final responses in voiceless more than
in voiced stops.

Vowel tenseness effect
We have seen that there was a significant effect of tense pre-stop vowel in the
categorization task (p < 0.001). Korean participants were more likely to categorize an English
final stop as a stop followed by a vowel when the pre-stop vowel was tense than when it was
lax. The comparison between lax vs. tense vowels might be affected by the fact that Korean
speakers tend to analyze diphthongs (tense vowels) as two syllables. A better comparison
therefore might focus only on monophthongal items: lax vs. tense monophthong items. Table
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4.12 compares consonant-final vs. vowel-final responses for lax vs. tense monophthong items:
for the total number of forms with monophthong pre-stop vowels (lax 1800 + tense
monophthong 720 = 2520), 49% of the forms with lax vowels were identified as vowel-final,
while 54% of the forms with tense monophthong vowels were identified as vowel-final.

Table 4.12. Consonant-final vs. vowel-final responses: vowel tenseness
Vowel tenseness
Lax

C-final
responses
923

V-final
responses
877

C-final
responses
51%

V-final
responses
49%

330

390

46%

54%

(e.g., [])
Tense monophthong

(e.g., [i:], [u:])
Post-hoc comparisons of vowel tenseness indicated that the difference between lax vs. tense
monophthong items was only marginally significant (p = 0.078). Measurements of the stimuli
of the current study revealed that lax pre-final vowels were longer than tense pre-final vowels
(mean vowel duration: 145ms vs. 101ms), which might be a possible reason for the relatively
low rate of vowel-final responses after tense monophthong vowels.

So far, we have seen results from two perception experiments. As discussed in Chapter 3,
the results of the syllable counting experiment showed that two factors of release and vowel
tenseness led to a greater likelihood of the perception of an illusory vowel. In this chapter, the
results of the categorization experiment showed that four factors increased the likelihood that
an English final stop would be categorized as a stop followed by a vowel. In the following
chapter, I will report on a similarity judgment experiment designed to examine how much
vowel insertion reflects misperception and which factors are most associated with
misperception.
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Chapter 5
Similarity Judgments

Results from the categorization experiment showed that Korean speakers were more likely
to categorize English stop-final forms as vowel-final when the final stop was released, when it
was voiced, when it was preceded by a tense vowel, and when it was dorsal. In this chapter, I
report on a similarity judgement experiment designed to investigate how Korean participants
judged stop-final forms in a forced choice task in which they were asked whether the form
sounded more similar to a Korean stop-final form or to a Korean vowel-final form. This
experiment is different from the syllable counting task and the categorization task in that it is
more directly related to conscious judgments of perceptual similarity rather than direct
perception.

5.1 Similarity judgment experiment
The similarity judgement experiment was designed to test the effects of the same linguistic
factors that were considered in the syllable counting task and the categorization task. This
experiment investigated whether an English final stop sounds similar to a stop followed by a
vowel to Korean participants when specific phonetic characteristics are present. In contrast to
the categorization task, which asked for the analysis of a structure, the similarity judgement
task just asked about similarity; participants were asked to decide whether a form containing
an English final released stop sounded similar to a form containing a stop plus vowel.

5.1.1 Participants
Thirty Korean native speakers who were undergraduate and graduate students at Sogang
University in Seoul, South Korea participated in the similarity judgement task. This group was
different from those who participated in the syllable counting task and the categorization task.
The participants, 12 male and 18 female, ranged in age from 20 to 29, with an average age of
26.8 at the time of participation (SD=11.6). The average age of first exposure to English study
was 10.2 years (SD=1.4). No participants were English majors or had lived in an English８３

speaking country at the time of the experiment. No participants reported any speech or hearing
disorders. All participants volunteered to participate in the experiment and were paid a
monetary compensation upon completing the task.

5.1.2 Stimuli and procedure
The 30 Korean participants each listened to 132 sets of auditory target items. Each set
consisted of 3 forms, in the following order: a Korean nonce form, an English nonce form, and
a second Korean nonce form (e.g., Korean [kht] -- English [kht] -- Korean [khth]). The
English nonce form was recorded by an English native speaker, and the first and third forms
were recorded by a Korean native speaker. All the English non-words ended in a stop; one of
the Korean non-words ended in a consonant and the other Korean non-word ended in a lexical
final vowel. The number of English nonce words was 132 and the number of Korean nonce
words (A+B) was 81 (A+B=27+54).28 The set of stimuli including filler items is provided in
Appendix 5.
The participants were asked to decide whether the second word sounded more similar to
the first word or to the third word for each set. They had to choose one of the forms as most
similar. Every set was presented in a randomized order for each subject. The order of the two
types of Korean forms, CVC and CVCV, was also randomized for each participant. Participants
listened to the stimuli through a laptop computer using a headphone in a sound-attenuated room
in the English Department at Sogang University. Participants had a short practice round before
the actual task.
Praat’s ExperimentMFC was used in this experiment. Participants saw three buttons,
labelled first, second, and third, but the second button was not clickable, as shown in Figure

The number of English stimuli does not match that of Korean stimuli due to the following reasons:
first, since Korean final stops do not have a release burst, the Korean stimuli corresponding to English
stimuli ending in either a released or an unreleased stop had either an unreleased coda or a released
onset followed by a vowel. For example, two English stimuli [khth] and [kht] corresponded to either
[kht] or [khth] in Korean. Second, since voicing is not a contrastive feature and voiced stops occur
only between sonorants in Korean, English stimuli such as [khdh] and [khd] corresponded to either
[kht] or [khd] in Korean. Third, Korean does not allow lexical stress, and thus English stimuli such
as [gozt] and [gozt] corresponded to either [gozt] or [gozth] in Korean.
８４
28

5.1.

Figure 5.1. Response screen for the similarity judgment experiment

A new stimulus was presented as soon as participants made their choice. Listeners heard
each stimulus only once and could not go back to listen again. Participants heard 142 different
sets of stimuli including fillers, so they clicked 142 times. The inter-stimulus interval was 0.3
seconds, and participants had a short break after every 44 trials. This task took about 15 minutes
to complete.

5.1.3 Predictions
Table 5.1 shows the predictions of the adaptation-in-production approach, which assumes
accurate perception. According to this approach, even when Korean listeners accurately
perceive the English form as consonant-final, they insert a vowel in their production in order
to maintain perceptual similarity to an English final released or voiced stop. This predicts that
the listeners will judge an English CVC form ending in a released or voiced stop as more similar
to Korean CVC than Korean CVCV. Similarly, an English CVC form preceded by a tense
vowel is likely to be judged by Korean listeners as more similar to Korean CVCV than CVC,
since vowels are longer in open syllables in Korean and inserting a vowel after a form with a
tense vowel would maintain the perceptual similarity in vowel length. However, this approach
predicts no significant effects of stop place, final stress, final [t], and word size because these
factors alone are not associated with acoustic cues that increase perceptual similarity to
CVCV—although, as pointed out by Kang (2003), some of these factors are associated in
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English with greater likelihood of release, in these stimuli release was strictly controlled to
eliminate any correlation between release and other factors.

Table 5.1. Predictions of the adaptation-in-production approach for similarity judgments
Linguistic factors
Stop release
Primary
factors
(factors
related to
perceptual
similarity
of C and
CV)
Secondary
factors
(factors
related to
release in
English)
Other
factors

Stop voicing
Vowel tenseness
Stop place
(labials vs.
dorsals)
Final stress
Morphological
alternation
(coronals)
Word size
(phonological
markedness)

Predictions
An English word ending in a released stop will be more
likely to be judged as similar to a Korean vowel-final
word than an English word ending in an unreleased stop.
An English word ending in a voiced stop will be more
likely to be judged as similar to a Korean vowel-final
word than an English word ending in a voiceless stop.
An English word will be more likely to be judged as
similar to a Korean vowel-final word when the English
vowel preceding the final stop is tense than when it is lax.
There will be no significant difference in the similarity
judgment between an English word ending in a labial stop
and a word ending in a dorsal stop.
There will be no significant difference in the similarity
judgment between an English word with a stressed final
syllable and a word with an unstressed final syllable.
There will be no significant difference in the similarity
judgment between an English word ending in a coronal
stop and a word ending in a labial or dorsal stop.
There will be no significant difference in the similarity
judgment between an English monosyllabic word and an
English polysyllabic word.

The predictions of the adaptation-in-perception approach, shown in Table 5.2, match those
of the adaptation-in-production approach for release, voicing, vowel tenseness, place, stress
and morphological alternation. First, release and voicing are expected to cause Korean listeners
to hear an illusory vowel, and thus Korean listeners are expected to judge that Korean CVCV
is most similar to English CVC when the English final stop is released or voiced. Next, vowel
tenseness will cause the perception of an illusory vowel as a perceptually based factor, and
hence the Korean participants will judge that Korean CVCV is more similar to English CVC
than Korean CVC when the English final stop is preceded by a tense vowel. Last, there is
expected to be no significant effects of stop place, final stress, and morphological alternation.
All of these predictions about release, voicing, vowel tenseness, place, stress, and
morphological alternation are the same as the predictions made by the accurate perception
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approach for the same reasons as in that approach.
However, the status of word size in the adaptation-in-perception approach is less clear
since it is plausible that the dispreference for monosyllables could bias Korean listeners toward
hearing an extra syllable in English monosyllabic forms. Thus, Korean participants might be
expected to judge that English CVC is more similar to Korean CVCV than to Korean CVC
when the English final stop occurs in monosyllables.

Table 5.2. Predictions of the adaptation-in-perception approach for similarity judgments
Linguistic factors
Primary
Factors
(factors
related to
perception
of an
illusory
vowel)
Secondary
factors
(factors
related to
release in
English)
Other
factors

Stop release
Stop voicing
Vowel tenseness
Stop place
(labials vs.
dorsals)
Final stress
Morphological
alternation
(coronals)
Word size
(phonological
markedness)

Predictions
An English word ending in a released stop will be more
likely to be judged as similar to a Korean vowel-final
word than an English word ending in an unreleased stop.
An English word ending in a voiced stop will be more
likely to be judged as similar to a Korean vowel-final
word than an English word ending in a voiceless stop.
An English word will be more likely to be judged as
similar to a Korean vowel-final word when the English
vowel preceding the final stop is tense than when it is lax.
There will be no significant difference in the similarity
judgment between an English word ending in a labial stop
and a word ending in a dorsal stop.
There will be no significant difference in the similarity
judgment between an English word with a stressed final
syllable and a word with an unstressed final syllable.
There will be no significant difference in the similarity
judgment between an English word ending in a coronal
stop and a word ending in a labial or dorsal stop.
An English word will be more likely to be judged as
similar to a Korean vowel-final word when the English
word is monosyllabic than when it is polysyllabic.

We have six factors where the two hypotheses make similar predictions, i.e., release,
voicing, vowel tenseness, place, stress, and morphological alternations, and only one factor
where might they make conflicting predictions, i.e., word size.
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5.1.4 Results
The results from the similarity judgment experiment indicated that Korean participants
were more likely to judge an English final stop as similar to a stop plus vowel (i) when the final
stop was released than when it was unreleased, (ii) when it was preceded by a tense vowel than
when it was preceded by a lax vowel, (iii) when it was dorsal than when it was labial, and (iv)
when it occurred in a monosyllable than when it occurred in a polysyllable. Figure 5.2 visually
summarizes the effects of release and vowel tenseness, which were found in all the statistical
models built for the task except in the model involving word size where there was no vowel
tenseness effect (See Tables 5.4, 5.6 & 5.7). Tukey's HSD test of stop place confirmed that
there was a place effect, and the model involving word size found a significant effect of word
length (see Figure 5.6). Also, the interaction of release and voicing was significant in all four
models, indicating that vowel insertion was more likely when the English final stop was
unreleased voiced than when it was unreleased voiceless, and when it was released voiceless
than when it was released voiced (see Table 5.5).

Tense

100%
90%

Korean vowel-final word

English word judged as similar to

Lax

80%
70%
60%
50%

[-voice]

40%

[+voice]

30%
20%
10%
0%
[-release]

[-release]

[+release]

[+release]

Figure 5.2. Similarity judgment choices by release and voicing in forms with lax vs. tense
vowels (Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals)
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The presence/absence of an epenthetic vowel reflected in the choice of responses was
modeled using a series of mixed effects logistics regression models, implemented in the lme4
package (Bates et al. 2015) in R (R Development Core Team 2016). I built the first model for
the three acoustic factors (release, voicing, and vowel tenseness), and then three additional
models were built by adding each of the other factors (stress, place, and size) to the first model
(see Table 5.3). For all of the models, the dependent variable was the participants’ answers
(whether participants’ response was Korean consonant-final or Korean vowel-final), and it was
coded as 0 for responses of ‘English word judged as similar to Korean consonant-final word’
and 1 for responses of ‘English word judged as similar to Korean vowel-final word’.
Fixed effects included six factors, release (unreleased or released), voicing (voiceless or
voiced), vowel tenseness (lax or tense), stress of final syllable (unstressed or stressed), stop
place (labial, coronal or dorsal), and word size (monosyllabic or polysyllabic). Interactions of
the acoustic factors (release, voicing, and vowel tenseness) were also included in all of the
models. Predictors including Release, Voicing, Tenseness, Stress, and Size were deviationcoded, and Place was coded using forward difference coding. Random effects included
participants and items; random intercept model converged and only a random intercept was
included for both participants and items. Follow up post-hoc comparisons were conducted
using Tukey’s HSD tests of multcomp package (Hothorn et al. 2008). The four regression
models are given in Table 5.3 and their outputs are summarized in Tables 5.4, 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8.

Table 5.3. Models for the similarity judgment task
Model.basic
Model.stress
Model.place
Model.size

glmer (Response ~ RELEASE * VOICING * TENSENESS + (1|subject) + (1|item), data =
Syllable, family="binomial")
glmer (Response ~ RELEASE * VOICING * TENSENESS + STRESS + (1|subject) + (1|item), data
= Syllable, family="binomial")
glmer (Response ~ RELEASE * VOICING * TENSENESS + PLACE + (1|subject) + (1|item), data
= Syllable, family="binomial")
glmer (Response ~ RELEASE * VOICING * TENSENESS + SIZE + (1|subject) + (1|item), data =
Syllable, family="binomial")

The output of the first model is given in Table 5.4, where a main effect of Release was
significant (z = 10.006, p < 0.001); Korean participants were more likely to judge an English
final stop as similar to a stop followed by a vowel when the final stop was released than when
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it was unreleased. This result is consistent with the prediction of both the adaptation-inproduction and the adaptation-in-perception approaches.

Table 5.4. The output of Model.basic
Estimate
St. Error
(Intercept)
-1.012
0.189
Release ([-rel] vs. [+rel])
1.847
0.184
Voicing ([-voice] vs. [+voice])
0.225
0.182
Tenseness (lax vs. tense)
0.723
0.183
Release * Voicing
-2.494
0.366
Release * Tenseness
-0.226
0.365
Voicing * Tenseness
-0.103
0.365
Release * Voicing * Tenseness
0.227
0.731
Significant codes: <0.001 ‘***’; <0.01 ‘**’; <0.05 ‘*’; <0.1 ‘.’

z-value
-5.340
10.006
1.232
3.952
-6.800
-0.620
-0.284
0.310

Pr (>|z|)
<0.001 ***
<0.001 ***
0.224
<0.001 ***
<0.001 ***
0.535
0.777
0.756

This model given in Table 5.4 also found a significant main effect of Tenseness (z = 3.952,
p < 0.001). Figure 5.3 shows the difference between forms with lax vs. tense vowels; an English
final stop was more likely to be judged as similar to a stop followed by a vowel when the vowel
preceding the final stop was tense than when it was lax. I will discuss the difference between
items with lax pre-stop vowels and items with tense monophthongs in Section 5.1.5.

to Korean vowel-final word

English word judged as similar
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90%
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70%
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30%
20%
10%
0%
[lax]

[tense]

Figure 5.3. Similarity judgment choices by vowel tenseness preceding the final stop (Error bars
indicate 95% confidence intervals)
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In the first model given in Table 5.4, Voicing did not have a significant main effect (p =
0.224), but there was a significant interaction between Release * Voicing (z = -6.800, p < 0.001).
Figure 5.4 shows similarity judgment choices based on release and voicing of the English final
stop. Although there was no significant main effect of voicing in the first model above, as
shown in Figure 5.4, when final stops were separated into released and unreleased, we see a
voicing effect in both release conditions: a predicted direction of voicing effect in unreleased
stops and an opposite direction of voicing effect in released stops. As shown in Table 5.5,
Tukey’s HSD post-hoc comparisons of Release * Voicing interaction confirmed that voiced
stops induced more vowel-final responses than voiceless stops did when release was absent (z
= 5.189, p < 0.001) whereas voiceless stops had higher rate of vowel-final responses in released
stops (z = -3.918, p < 0.001). In addition, in Figure 5.4, although it appears that release makes
a CV percept more likely for both voiceless and voiced stops, the results of the pairwise
comparisons given in Table 5.5 indicated that released stops induced more CV response than
unreleased stops when voicing was absent (z = 11.018, p < 0.001) whereas the differences
between unreleased and released stops were not significant when the stop was voiced (p =

Korean vowel-final word

English word judged as similar to

0.106).

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
[-voice]

[+voice]

[-voice]

[-release]

[+voice]

[+release]

Release & Voicing

Figure 5.4. Similarity judgment choices by release and voicing of the final stop (Error bars
indicate 95% confidence intervals)
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Table 5.5. Pairwise comparisons: results from Tukey HSD post-hoc analyses on the model of
interaction of release * voicing
Comparisons

Estimate

St. Error

[+rel]:[-voice] – [-rel]:[-voice]
3.052
0.277
[-rel]:[+voice] – [-rel]:[-voice]
1.435
0.276
[+rel]:[+voice] – [+rel]:[-voice]
-1.020
0.260
[+rel]:[+voice] – [-rel]:[+voice]
0.595
0.262
Significant codes: <0.001 ‘***’; <0.01 ‘**’; <0.05 ‘*’; <0.1 ‘.’

z-value

Pr (>|z|)

11.018
5.189
-3.918
2.268

<0.001 ***
<0.001 ***
<0.001 ***
0.106

Since both release and voicing of the final stop were predicted by the two approaches to lead
to more frequent vowel-final responses, the highest rate of vowel-final responses was expected
to occur in forms ending in a released voiced stop, and the lowest rate of vowel-final responses
in forms ending in an unreleased voiceless stop. However, while forms ending in unreleased
voiceless stops did have the lowest rate, forms ending in released voiced stops actually had a
lower rate than forms ending in released voiceless stops.
The second model in Table 5.6 found significant main effects of Release (z = 10.040, p <
0.001) and Tenseness (z = 2.874, p < 0.01), and a significant interaction of Release * Voicing
(z = -6.825, p < 0.001), as in the first model. Voicing and Stress did not have a significant main
effect in this model (Voicing: p = 0.224; Stress: p = 0.338).

Table 5.6. The output of Model.stress
Estimate
St. Error
(Intercept)
-1.089
0.206
Release ([-rel] vs. [+rel])
1.842
0.183
Voicing ([-voice] vs. [+voice])
0.220
0.181
Tenseness (lax vs. tense)
0.614
0.213
Stress ([-stress] vs. [+stress])
0.263
0.275
Release * Voicing
-2.487
0.364
Release * Tenseness
-0.217
0.363
Voicing * Tenseness
-0.094
0.363
Release * Voicing * Tenseness
0.215
0.726
Significant codes: <0.001 ‘***’; <0.01 ‘**’; <0.05 ‘*’; <0.1 ‘.’
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z-value
-5.285
10.040
1.216
2.874
0.957
-6.825
-0.599
-0.259
0.297

Pr (>|z|)

<0.001 ***
<0.001 ***
0.224
<0.01 **
0.338
<0.001 ***
0.549
0.795
0.766

The output of the third model given in Table 5.7 shows the same results as in the first two
models: there were significant main effects of Release (z = 10.692, p < 0.001) and Tenseness
(z = 4.165, p < 0.001); the interaction of Release * Voicing was significant (z = -7.214, p <
0.001). There was no significant main effect of Voicing (p = 0.202) just like in the models seen
above.

Table 5.7. The output of Model.place
Estimate
St. Error
(Intercept)
-1.012
0.186
Release ([-rel] vs. [+rel])
1.845
0.172
Voicing ([-voice] vs. [+voice])
0.217
0.170
Tenseness (lax vs. tense)
0.712
0.171
Place1 (lab vs. cor)
-0.898
0.206
Place2 (cor vs. dor)
0.346
0.203
Release * Voicing
-2.472
0.342
Release * Tenseness
-0.216
0.341
Voicing * Tenseness
-0.085
0.341
Release * Voicing * Tenseness
0.187
0.682
Significant codes: <0.001 ‘***’; <0.01 ‘**’; <0.05 ‘*’; <0.1 ‘.’

z-value
-5.426
10.692
1.274
4.165
-4.345
1.707
-7.214
-0.633
-0.251
0.275

Pr (>|z|)
<0.001 ***
<0.001 ***
0.202
<0.001 ***
<0.001 ***
0.087 .
<0.001 ***
0.526
0.801
0.783

In this model given in Table 5.7, the main effect of Place1 (labial vs. coronal) was
significant (z = -4.345, p < 0.001), indicating that participants were more likely to judge an
English final stop as similar to a Korean vowel-final word when the stop was coronal than
when it was labial (see Figure 5.5); yet, the main effect of Place2 (coronal vs. dorsal) was
marginally significant (p = 0.087).29 Thus, there was no significant effect of morphological
alternation in the similarity judgement task, which is consistent with the prediction of the two
approaches. Also, Tukey’s HSD test of stop place showed that the difference between labial vs.
dorsal final stops was significant (p < 0.05); dorsal final stops were more likely to be judged
as similar to Korean vowel-final than labial final stops. This result is inconsistent with the
prediction of the two approaches that there would be no stop place effect in the task.

Tukey’s HSD test of stop place indicated that the relationship between coronal vs. dorsal final
stops was not significant (p = 0.202).
29
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Figure 5.5. Similarity judgement choices by place of the final stop (Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals)
Table 5.8 gives the output of the final model where there was a significant main effect of
Release (z = 10.285, p < 0.001) and a significant interaction of Release * Voicing (z = -6.982,
p < 0.001), just like in all the other models seen above. However, unlike the other models, this
model had no significant main effect of Tenseness (p = 0.816), which is possibly because vowel
tenseness and word size could be confounded, i.e., tense vowels were included only in
monosyllabic items in the stimuli.

Table 5.8. The output of Model.size
Estimate
St. Error
(Intercept)
-1.091
0.191
Release ([-rel] vs. [+rel])
1.843
0.179
Voicing ([-voice] vs. [+voice])
0.225
0.177
Tenseness (lax vs. tense)
0.072
0.313
Size (monosyllabic vs. polysyllabic)
-0.814
0.326
Release * Voicing
-2.492
0.356
Release * Tenseness
-0.226
0.355
Voicing * Tenseness
-0.102
0.355
Release * Voicing * Tenseness
0.233
0.711
Significant codes: <0.001 ‘***’; <0.01 ‘**’; <0.05 ‘*’; <0.1 ‘.’

z-value
-5.201
10.285
1.254
0.232
-2.494
-6.982
-0.636
-0.288
0.328

Pr (>|z|)
<0.001 ***
<0.001 ***
0.204
0.816
<0.05 *
<0.001 ***
0.524
0.773
0.742

In this model, the main effect of Size was significant (z = -2.494, p < 0.05), indicating that
participants were more likely to judge an English final stop as similar to a Korean vowel-final
word when the English form was monosyllabic than when it was polysyllabic, which is shown
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in Figure 5.6. The size effect is different from the effects of acoustic factors since word size is
a statistical preference. I will have a detailed discussion about this effect in Section 5.1.5.
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Figure 5.6. Similarity judgement choices by word size (Error bars indicate 95% confidence
intervals)
In this section, the statistical analysis of the results showed that there were significant
main effects of stop release and tenseness of pre-final vowel. Also, the interaction of release *
voicing was significant. All four models found a significant main effect of vowel tenseness
except for the model related to word size. Among the three different extra factors (final stress,
stop place, and word size), stop place and word size had a significant main effect for the
similarity judgment task.

5.1.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we looked at similarity judgment choices in terms of each linguistic factor
and different predictions of the two approaches. First, the adaptation-in-perception approach
predicted that participants would choose Korean CVCV as more similar to English CVC than
Korean CVC since they inaccurately hear an English final stop as being CV when the stop is
released or voiced, when it is preceded by a tense vowel, and when it occurs in a monosyllable.
This approach predicted no significant effects in stop place, final stress, and morphological
alternation because release was balanced across each category of place and stress in the stimuli
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or because Korean nouns can end in coronal stops so that there is no reason to make Koreans
think that English words cannot end in coronal stops. On the other hand, the adaptation-inproduction approach predicted that Korean CVCV would be judged as more similar to English
CVC than Korean CVC due to the phonetic similarity between English and Korean forms
although participants accurately perceive English CVC. This approach made the same
predictions as the adaptation-in-perception approach for release, voicing, vowel tenseness,
place, stress, and morphological alternation for the same reasons as in that approach, and a
different prediction for word size: participants would choose Korean CVCV as more similar to
English CVC than Korean CVC when the English final stop is released or voiced, and when it
is preceded by a tense vowel, while there would be no significant effect of place, stress,
morphological alternation, and word size.
We found in the similarity judgment task that stop release, vowel tenseness, stop place,
and word size had significant effects: a greater likelihood of vowel-final responses was more
likely after (i) released stops than unreleased stops, (ii) stops following a tense vowel than
following a lax vowel, (iii) dorsal stops than labial stops, and (iv) monosyllabic forms than
polysyllabic forms. The effects of release, vowel tenseness, and word size are consistent with
both the adaptation-in-perception and the adaptation-in-production approaches, but the stop
place effect and no voicing effect are consistent with neither of the two approaches. No effect
of final stress and morphological alternation is consistent with both approaches. Thus, the
predictions of the categorization experiment seem to support the adaptation-in-perception
approach although it is plausible that the adaptation-in-production approach was playing a role.
All in all, in the similarity judgment experiment, we saw that four factors played a role:
an English final stop was more likely to be categorized as a stop followed by a vowel when the
stop was released, when it was preceded by a tense vowel, when it was dorsal, and when it
occurred in a monosyllable. In addition, the interaction of release and voicing was significant.
Below I will discuss the effect of word length and then turn to the vowel tenseness effect.

Word size effect
Here, I address the question of why monosyllabic words had more frequent vowel-final
responses than polysyllabic words, which was found in the last model discussed in the
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preceding section (Table 5.8, Figure 5.6). Hirano (1994b) argues that a possible reason why
Korean adapts many English monosyllabic words as disyllabic forms is that Korean prefers
disyllabic prosodic word structure. As discussed in Hirano (1994a), only 0.76% of words in
the Korean pronunciation dictionary of KBS (1993) are monosyllabic.30 This strongly suggests
that a word size preference could motivate Korean speakers to change the word size of English
monosyllables to a structure more consistent with Korean.
There are other cases where word size has been shown to be a factor in loanword
adaptation and foreign language learning. Wang (1995) showed that Mandarin speaking
learners of English were more likely to insert a vowel following a final obstruent in
pronouncing monosyllabic than disyllabic nonce forms (72% vs. 18%). Similarly, Kao (2015)
showed that in Indonesian loanwords, vowel insertion is observed only when a lexical root is
monosyllabic while coalescence occurs when it is polysyllabic. In addition, Cardoso (2007)
found that speakers of Brazilian Portuguese inserted a vowel more frequently in monosyllabic
English words than in polysyllabic ones (accuracy of monosyllables vs. polysyllables for
intermediate learners was 16% vs. 37%). Thus, the greater frequency of vowel epenthesis in
monosyllabic forms than in polysyllabic ones does show up among second language learners
of different language backgrounds. This word size effect is often referred to as a phonological
markedness effect because a certain word size is preferred.
Another possible reason for the Korean speakers’ tendency toward vowel insertion in
English monosyllables could be the influence of Japanese loanwords in Korean, as Hirano
(1994b) argues. Because of the Japanese prohibition on final obstruents, many English
monosyllabic words are adapted into Japanese as disyllables with open final syllables (e.g.,
bed→beddo, cut→katto, ink→inku), and it is assumed that Korean borrowed these loanwords
from Japanese (e.g., beddo→bed, katto→kt, inku→ink). Kay (1995) and B. Kim (1998) list

I checked this dictionary and there was a slight difference in percentages from those Hirano (1994a)
indicated in his study. Monosyllabic stems (single morphemes) have a frequency of 0.83% out of all
words, which include both single morphemic and multimorphemic words. The total number of words
contained in the dictionary is 70,113 and the total number of monosyllabic stems is 580. I conducted a
random sampling to see whether monosyllables are infrequent because Korean prefers disyllables or
whether monosyllables are infrequent because bare stems are infrequent in the language. Three pages
randomly chosen from the dictionary include 45 disyllabic bare stems and only one monosyllabic bare
stem. Since the total page count is 677, there would be a fairly large number of disyllabic bare stems in
the entire dictionary. This indicates that Korean definitely appears to prefer disyllabic words because
monosyllables are infrequent although bare stems are frequent in Korean.
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a large number of words that were borrowed into Korean through Japanese. Although there
was indeed an effect of Japanese English-to-Korean adaptation, as Hirano (1994b)
acknowledges, it is not easy to quantify exactly how many borrowings came into Korean
through Japanese. All in all, the word size effect does not appear to follow from either the
perceptual similarity or the misperception approach in which Korean listeners mistakenly
interpret the acoustics of stop release as a vowel. However, if listeners are biased toward
hearing structures that are legal in their native language, then the dispreference for
monosyllabic words in Korean could bias listeners toward hearing an extra syllable in
monosyllabic forms.
The misperception analysis of the word size effect is similar to the misperception analysis
of the voicing effect: because a voiced stop can occur only prevocalically in Korean, Korean
listeners hear an illusory vowel after the voiced stop. Although the voicing effect was not really
confirmed in the syllable counting experiment, the misperception analysis that may apply to
the voicing effect is also possible for the word size effect. Peperkamp and Dupoux (2003) claim
that the phonological constraints of a language affect perception. That is, Japanese speakers
heard an extra vowel in forms like ebzo because ebzo would not be legal in the language.
Similarly, it is entirely possible that the Korean participants heard an extra syllable in
monosyllabic forms because monosyllabic words are not preferred in Korean.
There could also be an acoustic/perceptual explanation for the word size effect. Nakatani
and Schaffer (1978) report that monosyllables tend to be lengthened in English; monosyllabic
words were longer by about 50ms than the equivalent syllables of disyllabic words (Nakatani
& Schaffer 1978: 242). According to them, if the monosyllables in my stimuli were consistently
longer than the corresponding final syllables in polysyllabic forms with final stress, we could
argue that the length of the vowel preceding the final stop is a cue that Korean listeners use in
determining whether the stop is word-final or prevocalic. However, measurement of the stimuli
showed that even though monosyllabic items were slightly longer than equivalent syllables in
polysyllabic items (484ms vs. 465ms), the length difference was not statistically significant (p
= 0.801).
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Vowel tenseness effect
We have seen that there was a significant effect of tense pre-final vowel in the similarity
judgement task; Korean participants were more likely to judge an English final stop as similar
to a Korean vowel-final item when the pre-final vowel was tense than when it was lax (p <
0.001). One might wonder about the relationship between forms with lax vowels vs. forms with
tense monophthong vowels. Table 5.9 compares consonant-final vs. vowel-final responses for
lax vs. tense monophthong items: the percent of vowel-final responses was very similar for
forms with lax vs. tense monophthong vowels, with 30% of the forms with lax vowels judged
to be similar to Korean vowel-final words, and 33% of the forms with tense monophthongs.

Table 5.9. Consonant-final vs. vowel-final responses: vowel tenseness
Tense vowels
Lax (e.g., [])

C-final
responses
1269

V-final
responses
531

C-final
responses
71%

V-final
responses
30%

479

241

67%

33%

Tense monophthong
(e.g., [i:])

Post-hoc comparisons of vowel tenseness indicated that the difference between lax vs. tense
monophthong items was not statistically significant (p = 0.218), suggesting that items with
tense monophthong vowels were not significantly more likely to be judged as similar to Korean
vowel-final than those with lax vowels. This finding might be due to the vowel duration of the
stimuli. Measurements of the stimuli showed that the mean duration of lax vowels was longer
than that of tense monophthong vowels (mean vowel duration: 145ms vs. 101ms), which may
be a potential motivation for the only marginal difference in vowel-final response rate between
the two types of vowels.

So far, we have seen results from three perception experiments. As discussed in Chapter 3,
the results of the syllable counting experiment showed that two factors of release and vowel
tenseness led to a greater likelihood of the perception of an illusory vowel. As discussed in
Chapter 4, the results of the categorization experiment showed that four factors of release,
voicing, vowel tenseness, and place increased the likelihood that an English final stop would
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be categorized as a stop followed by a vowel. In this chapter, the results of the similarity
judgement experiment showed that four factors of release, vowel tenseness, place, and word
size contributed to a greater likelihood of the judgements of English final stop as CV. Overall,
the three perception tasks shared significant effects of primary factors: release and vowel
tenseness. The categorization and the similarity judgment tasks shared a significant interaction
of release and voicing, i.e., greater frequency of an epenthetic vowel after voiced than voiceless
stops in unreleased stops as well as after voiceless than voiced stops in released stop. In the
following chapter, I discuss why the common effects shown in the three experiments are
important in the perception of Korean speakers.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion

6.1 Overview
Korean speakers frequently insert a vowel after a word-final stop in English borrowed
words into Korean, even though the stop-final form would be permissible in Korean since
native Korean words may end in stops. A major goal of this dissertation was to determine
whether this apparently unnecessary vowel insertion in loanwords derives from the
misperception of English words or from a production grammar maintaining perceptual
similarity between the English form and the Korean pronunciation.
I considered two possible approaches to explaining the apparently unmotivated vowel
insertion: adaptation-in-production vs. adaptation-in-perception. The adaptation-in-production
approach assumes that L2 forms are accurately perceived by the listener-borrowers in the same
way as they are analyzed by English speakers, but that adapters transform the borrowed word
into the perceptually closest native language form. For example, an English released final stop
may be adapted as a stop plus vowel in Korean because although Korean listeners perceive the
form as ending in a stop, they cannot preserve the stop release, since final stops are never
released in Korean. Therefore, they adapt the English form as the Korean structure that is
perceptually closest to the English released stop, which is a stop followed by a vowel.
Alternatively, the adaptation-in-perception approach assumes that loanword adaptation occurs
during the perception of foreign inputs. On this approach, a Korean speaker who produces a
borrowed stop-final word as stop-vowel has actually interpreted the English form as ending in
a vowel—for example, because they interpret English stop release as a vocalic segment.
I investigated seven linguistic factors which have been claimed to have an effect on vowel
epenthesis in words borrowed into Korean: stop release, stop voicing, tenseness of the vowel
preceding the final stop, position of word stress, place of articulation of the final stop, the [t-s]
morphological alternation in Korean nouns, and word size. To investigate Korean speakers’
production and perception of forms that differ in these factors, I carried out five studies: a
corpus study of established loans, a production experiment in which Korean speakers heard
and repeated English nonce forms, a syllable counting task, a categorization task, and a
similarity judgment task. The results from the last three experiments show that three of these
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factors—release, voicing, and vowel tenseness—had a significant effect in the online
perception of Korean listeners. I argued that the influence of these three factors is expected,
considering the fact that these factors involve acoustic cues which can directly influence
Koreans’ perception of C vs. CV. It is also not surprising that the other factors, which are less
directly related to perception, did not show consistent effects in the tasks designed to probe
Korean speakers’ perception of an illusory vowel.

6.2 Summary of findings
6.2.1 Production study
In Chapter 2, I reported on a corpus survey and a production experiment. The corpus study
of established loanwords found 49% of English stop-final words adapted with a vowel inserted
following the stop. In the production experiment, Korean speakers heard and repeated English
nonce forms, which were carefully balanced to test the effects of the seven factors claimed to
affect vowel insertion. The Korean speakers’ productions were transcribed by native speakers
of English. In contrast to the relatively high rate of vowel insertion found in the corpus, the
transcriptions indicated vowel insertion in only 5% of the produced forms. These results might
be taken to indicate that the Korean listeners did not perceive an illusory vowel in the English
forms, and the results also seem to indicate that the listeners did not attempt to maintain
perceptual similarity with released stops. The results are not conclusive, however, since
acoustic analysis revealed that the burst noise intervals of the English final stops were
significantly longer for Korean speakers than for English speakers. Thus, it is possible that the
Korean speakers might have intended to produce a vowel, but that these vocalic elements were
not long enough to be perceived as vowels by English speakers.

6.2.2 Perception experiments
In Chapters 3-5, I reported on three experiments designed to tap directly into Korean
speakers’ perception of English forms: (i) a syllable counting experiment, in which Korean
speakers heard English nonce words ending in a stop, and indicated the number of syllables
they heard in each word; (ii) a categorization experiment, in which Korean speakers heard
English nonce words ending in a stop or a stop followed by a vowel, and categorized each word
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as consonant-final or vowel-final; and (iii) a similarity judgment experiment, in which Korean
speakers heard a triplet consisting of an English stop-final form and two Korean forms, one
ending in a stop and one ending in stop-vowel, and indicated which of the two Korean forms
the English form sounded more similar to. In all three experiments, the stimuli were balanced
to test the possible effects of each of the seven factors claimed to lead to vowel insertion.
Table 6.1 summarizes the effects found in the three perception experiments reported in
Chapters 3 through 5. In all three tasks, the effects of final stop release and vowel tenseness
preceding final stops were significant. Final stop voicing showed a less consistent result than
expected: no voicing effect was found in the syllable counting task, whereas the other
experiments did show a voicing effect, but this effect depended on release. For unreleased stops,
vowel insertion was more likely after voiced than voiceless stops, while for released stops, the
opposite was found, with vowel insertion more likely after voiceless than voiced stops.

Table 6.1. Significant effects in the perception experiments
Group
Primary
factors

Factor
Release
Vowel tenseness

Syllable
counting
√
√

Voicing
Secondary
factors
Other
factors

Place
Stress
Morphological
alternations
Word size

Categorization
√
√
√
[-rel]: +voi > -voi
[+rel]: +voi < -voi

Similarity
judgements
√
√
√
[-rel]: +voi > -voi
[+rel]: +voi < -voi

√

√

√

Overall, the results of the three behavioral experiments appear to provide a better fit with
the approach that assumes a tendency to hear illusory vowels in certain contexts, so in the next
section I will turn to why certain acoustic features favor perception of final C as CV.
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6.3 Acoustic motivations for illusory vowel perception
6.3.1 Stop release
The fact that release was a significant effect in the three perception experiments suggests
that Korean listeners were more likely to perceive an illusory vowel when they heard an English
form ending in a released stop than when they heard a form ending in an unreleased stop—for
example, interpreting both [kth] and [kth] as [kth]. The strong effect of release raises the
question of why the release factor should be so important in Korean loan phonology. Korean
final stops are never released, while English postvocalic release has typically been assumed to
be optional; that is, English stops may or may not be released word-finally (Gimson 1980;
Crystal & House 1988; Byrd 1992). Gimson (1962: 151) mentions that the non-release of final
stops is a feature of colloquial RP (Received Pronunciation), while release of final stops tends
to be realized by rather careful speakers in more formal contexts.31
Many researchers have investigated stop release in English (Parker 1977; Jongman et al.
1985; Repp & Lin 1989; Jun & Beckman 1994; Song 2002; Kang 2003). Parker (1977)
observes that an English released voiced stop often consists of a stop followed by a vocalic
sound, while an English released voiceless stop consists of release burst plus aspiration noise.
These phonetic events in English are very similar to those found in Korean CV sequences
consisting of a voiceless consonant followed by a high vowel, where high vowels are devoiced
following a voiceless consonant. Jun and Beckman (1994) examined a corpus containing
CVCV words where the two consonants were voiceless and the first vowel was high, and found
that the high vowels [i, u, ] in Korean were devoiced 60-70% of the time after aspirated
voiceless stops in both phrase-initial and phrase-medial position. As Kang (2003: 236) points
out, we can suppose that vowels in phrase-final position would be even more devoiced than
those in other positions, based on the fact that the amplitude of vowels in phrase-final position
is weak in general. Song (2002) found similar devoicing in her study of Korean spontaneous
speech based on recordings of ten speakers from live television programs. Her results confirm

Here, Gimson (1962) describes the stylistic feature of word-final release on the basis of standard
British English pronunciation. Yavas (2006) mentions that the final stops of American English also have
a similar feature of release: word-final stops are normally unreleased in American English, but a speaker
may pronounce them with a release burst. That is, in different speakers’ pronunciations, we can find the
released and unreleased allophones in an overlapping distribution (Yavas 2006: 46).
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that high vowels [i, u, ] are likely to be devoiced when they follow aspirated stops or affricates.
Her data also suggest that vowels are significantly shorter when they follow aspirated stops [kh,
th, ph] than when they follow lax [k, t, p] or tense [k’, t’, p’] stops.
Based on these phonetic properties of English stop release and Korean vowel devoicing,
we can plausibly assume that an epenthetic vowel following an aspirated stop in Korean is not
likely to be realized as a fully voiced segment. Therefore, the release portion of English stops
may be phonetically close to a devoiced vowel in Korean, with the result that a short vocalic
element is perceived as an illusory epenthetic vowel by Korean listeners.

6.3.2 Vowel tenseness
Recall that the accurate perception approach argues that the effect of vowel tenseness is
dependent on stop release with respect to final vowel insertion (Kang 2003). That is, the reason
why vowel tenseness favors vowel insertion in that approach is because tenseness makes
release more likely in the English pronunciation. However, even though release was strictly
balanced in the stimuli used in the perception experiments, the participants were still more
likely to hear an illusory vowel when the English final stop was preceded by a tense vowel than
when it was preceded by a lax vowel. This would suggest that a factor other than a tendency to
be associated with release is required to account for the vowel tenseness effect.
The effect of tenseness is consistent with the fact that vowel duration is a cue to open vs.
closed syllables in Korean. Han (1964) claimed that vowels in Korean are longer when they
occur in open syllables than in closed syllables, and this was confirmed in studies of vowel
duration by Koo (1998) and Chung and Huckvale (2001). Koo (1998), for example, found
mean duration of 180.9ms for vowels in CV syllables vs. 87.9ms in CVC syllables. Thus, the
pre-final vowel in [zi:p] has a duration more consistent with a syllable-final vowel, leading to
the interpretation of this form as /zi.p/.
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6.3.3 Stop voicing
There are two possible motivations for a greater likelihood of vowel insertion after voiced
than voiceless final stops in words borrowed from English. One motivation is phonotactic: in
Korean, voiced stops occur only between sonorants, never in final position. The second
possible motivation has to do with the acoustic cues to voicing in English, where vowels are
typically longer before voiced than before voiceless consonants. The phonotactic approach
predicts that Korean listeners will be more likely to hear an illusory vowel when an English
final stop is voiced than when it is voiceless because Korean allows voicing to occur only
between sonorants. However, this prediction holds only for unreleased final stops: in my results,
perception of an illusory vowel was more likely following voiced than voiceless stops for
unreleased stops, while released stops had the reverse direction with more voiceless stops

83%
61%

40%
46%

30%

[-release]

[+release]

Syllable counting

[-release]

[+release]

Categorization

[-release]

[+voice]

[+voice]

[-voice]

11%

[+voice]

[-voice]

[+voice]

[-voice]

20%

[-voice]

49%

[-voice]

38%

59%

73%

[+voice]

69%

[+voice]

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

[-voice]

Vowel insertion

misidentified as CV than voiced stops, as shown in Figure 6.1.32

[+release]

Simmilarity judgments

Figure 6.1. Vowel insertion rate by release and voicing of final stop in three tasks (Error bars
indicate 95% confidence intervals)

32 Although the interaction of release and voicing was not statistically significant in the syllable
counting task (syllable counting: p = 0.054, categorization & similarity judgments: p < 0.001), the
Korean listeners’ responses are similar across all three tasks when both release and voicing are taken
into account.
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The latter hypothesis, the cue-based view, provides an alternative explanation for the
voicing effect. This approach predicts that Korean listeners will be more likely to perceive an
illusory vowel when an English final stop is voiced than when it is voiceless since English
vowels tend to be longer before voiced consonants. It has been reported that vowels in English
have a tendency to be shorter before voiceless consonants—for example, the vowel in bed is
phonetically longer than that in bet (House & Fairbanks 1953; Peterson & Lehiste 1960; Chen
1970; Naeser 1970; Raphael 1972; Klatt 1973; Crystal & House 1988; Kingston & Diehl 1994).
The vowel duration cue of the English source form is tied to the phonetics of Korean vowels.
As discussed before, Korean vowels tend to be longer in an open syllable than in a closed
syllable in Korean (Han 1964; Koo 1998; Chung & Huckvale 2001). Hence, a primary cue to
whether a final stop in English is voiced or voiceless is the duration of the preceding vowel,
and the longer vowel before a voiced stop in English can make it easier for Korean listeners to
hear CVC as CVCV when the final stop is voiced.
Experimental work confirms that Korean speakers are sensitive to English vowel length
differences. Chang and Idsardi (2001) report that Korean participants correctly perceived
durational differences of vowels in minimal pairs such as bad and bat and that they used the
vowel-length cue employed by English native speakers when identifying English final stops.
Chang (2006) carried out a set of experiments to investigate whether Korean learners can use
the vowel duration cue to distinguish voicing in English word-final consonants. First, Korean
and English listeners responded ‘same’ or ‘different’ to each auditory stimulus consisting of
minimal pairs exhibiting a voicing contrast. The overall result showed that there was no
difference between Korean and English speakers, although when the correct response rates
were separated for stops vs. fricatives, Korean speakers were better than English speakers with
stops and marginally worse than English speakers with fricatives. Second, in an identification
task, Chang’s participants listened to pairs of stimuli and were asked to identify which word
they heard. His results showed that although Korean speakers had a lower rate of correct
responses than English speakers, their correct response rate was far above chance level, which
indicates that they did employ the vowel duration cue of English in this task. Third, he reports
that in a production task, Korean speakers pronounced longer vowels before voiced consonants
just as English speakers did, although there were duration differences between the groups. The
results of the three different tests confirm that the vowel length cue is used by Korean speakers
in both production and perception of English word-final voiced and voiceless consonants.
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In summary, phonetic details of vowels in English and Korean contribute to the voicing
effect: vowel duration is a major cue to voicing in English and it is also a cue to open vs. closed
syllables in Korean. The measurements of the auditory stimuli used in the experiment for the
current study indicated that the duration of mean vowels preceding final stops was consistently
longer before voiced stops than before voiceless stops (132ms vs. 185ms). That is, when
Korean listeners heard an English word ending in a voiced stop, the longer vowel preceding
the voiced stop favored the perception of CVC as CVCV in Korean, e.g., [kd] is perceived
as [kːd], not as *[kt]. This result is consistent with the results for unreleased stops, but not
for released stops, where an illusory vowel was more likely following voiceless than voiced
stops.
While vowel length alone cannot account for the opposite direction of the voicing effect
for unreleased vs. released final stops, this pattern can be explained by looking at the acoustics
of release. It has been reported that voiced and voiceless stops differ in the amount of pressure
behind the stop closure, and the greater pressure in the production of voiceless stops leads to
higher intensity bursts in voiceless stops than in voiced stops (Halle et al. 1957). Also, Crystal
& House (1988) and Zue (1976) mention that the average duration of the release portion of
voiced and voiceless stops differs greatly, with release in voiceless stops about twice as long
as in voiced stops (Crystal & House 1988: 1558). The measurements of the auditory stimuli
used in the experiment for the current study are consistent with this finding, showing that the
mean duration of final stop release was longer for voiceless stops than for voiced stops (17ms
vs. 21ms). Thus, it is possible that the longer duration of release in voiceless final stops made
Korean listeners more likely to perceive an illusory vowel than the comparatively lower
intensity and shorter release of voiced stops. Since the acoustic cues of the release are relevant
only for released stops, this is consistent with the finding that an illusory vowel was more likely
after a voiceless stop, but only for released stops.
To sum up, there were different effects for released vs. unreleased stops: the predicted
voicing effect (a greater tendency to hear an illusory vowel after an English final voiced stop
than a voiceless stop) was found only with unreleased stops. This could suggest that the release
effect is more robust than the voicing effect, which was observed only when release was absent.
This might be attributed to competition between release and voicing cues. That is, the release
cue may be more perceptually salient than the voicing cue for Korean listeners, causing the
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release cue to veil the voicing cue. This raises the question of why the release cue might be
more important for Korean speakers. The answer may lie in the system of Korean contrasts.
First, voicing is not used to signal phonemic contrast in Korean, where unaspirated stops
become allophonically voiced between sonorants but voicing itself is never contrastive.
However, release is one cue to the difference between final C and final CV since there is a
three-way laryngeal contrast among lax, aspirated, and tense voiceless stops in nonfinal
position, while word-final stops are never released. Thus, Korean has no contrast between a
final released stop and a final stop followed by a vowel, while it does have a contrast between
a final unreleased stop and a final stop followed by a vowel. For example, Korean does not
seem to contrast [kth] and [kth] because released voiceless stops in English consist of release
burst plus aspiration noise (Parker 1977), and Korean high vowels including [] are devoiced
following a voiceless consonant (Jun & Beckman 1994; Song 2002). 33 Thus, the release
portion of [kth] may be phonetically close to the resulting devoiced vowel in Korean, and
therefore [kth] could be heard as [kth] by Korean ears. Unlike a final released stop, there is
less possibility that [kt] could be perceived as [kth] (or rarely as [kd]) because there is
indeed a contrast between [kt] and [kth]. A final unreleased voiceless stop in [kt] is also
different from a final unreleased voiced stop in [kd] because there is no contrast between
[kd] and [kd] in Korean. Korean listeners may perceive [kd] as [kd] since the longer
vowel preceding an English voiced stop can make the pre-final vowel longer in an open syllable
than in a closed syllable in Korean.
There could be also an acoustic explanation for the interaction of release and voicing.
Korean stops have a three-way laryngeal distinction in onset position, as mentioned before.
Many researchers have reported that the acoustic cues to the laryngeal contrasts mainly occur
at or near stop release in that all the phonetic information is given after the stop constriction is
released (Lisker & Abramson 1964; Han & Weitzman 1970; Hardcastle 1973; Hirose et al.
1974; Han 1996; Cho et al. 2002; Choi 2002; Kim 2004; Kim & Duanmu 2004; Chang 2009).
That is, because Korean speakers listen for VOT and F0 at release for cues to which of the

Here, what Parker (1977) mentions as “release burst” may correspond to the acoustic events of
transient plus frication that Kent & Read (2002) refer to, as discussed in Section 2.3.5.
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three stops was produced, they pay special attention to what takes place at stop release.
Therefore, this special role of stop release in Korean can make release cue more robust than
voicing cue. This is consistent with a cue-based approach to second language perception where
the perception of foreign forms is connected to L1-specific strategies for acoustic information
rather than directly to L1 phonotactics (Chang 2018). According to this approach, the reason
that L2 listeners have difficulties interpreting acoustic cues of L2 surface forms is because
those cues do not have the same functions as in the native language (Ernestus et al. 2017).
Chang (2018) reports that Korean listeners outperformed English speakers in an experiment in
which Korean and English speakers were asked to distinguish CVCVC from CVCV in English
stimuli where the final stop was unreleased. This is presumably because Korean listeners are
more accustomed to paying attention to the cues that occur before a final stop than English
listeners are. Chang argues that the Korean advantage in stop identification is due to the pattern
of perceptual attention resulting from the phonology of the native language, showing that even
Korean heritage speakers as well as Korean native speakers were better than English native
speakers in a similar identification task (Chang 2016; 2018).

6.4 Concluding remarks
This dissertation expands on Kang’s (2003) study of the apparently unmotivated insertion
of vowels in stop-final words borrowed into Korean. Kang claims that Korean speakers
accurately perceive the English forms but they insert a vowel in their production to maintain
perceptual similarity between English stop release/voicing and the Korean epenthetic vowel.
However, the results of my perception experiments suggest that in many cases, Korean L2
speakers interpret the foreign auditory forms according to the meaning of the acoustic cues in
their native language. My experimental results were generally compatible with the adaptationin-perception approach, but it is not the claim of this dissertation that the adaptation-inproduction approach plays no role in unnecessary vowel insertion. Different experiments
discussed in this work had differences in the results, providing different types of evidence: (i)
evidence that can be explained by the adaptation-in-perception approach but not by the
adaptation-in-production approach, e.g., release and vowel tenseness in syllable counting and
categorization, voicing in categorization, and word size in similarity judgments; (ii) evidence
that can be explained by the adaptation-in-production approach but not by the adaptation-in１１０

perception approach, e.g., voicing in syllable counting, and word size in categorization; (iii)
evidence that can be explained by both approaches, e.g., release and vowel tenseness in
similarity judgments, place in syllable counting, and stress and morphological alternation in all
three tasks; and (iv) evidence that cannot be explained by either approach, e.g., voicing in
similarity judgments, place in categorization and similarity judgments, and word size in
syllable counting. Other than the phonological factors that were considered in the present study,
there are many other possible factors that may play a role in loan adaptation, e.g., orthography,
explicit conventions of adaptation such as those of the Korean Academy, the adapters’
knowledge of foreign language. That is, the phenomenon of unnecessary repair in Korean
loanwords cannot be attributed only to misperception or only to maintaining perceptual
similarity in production. Unnecessary vowel insertion is an intricate linguistic phenomenon
that involves the complex interaction of perception and production.
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Appendix 1. Numeric data
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3

Class
Vowel insertion
No vowel insertion
Optional vowel insertion

Linguistic factors
Tenseness of
pre-final vowel

Attributes
Lax vowel (Vowel_L)
Tense vowel (Vowel_T)

Voicing of
final stop

Voiceless stop (Stop_VL)
Voiced stop (Stop_VD)

Place of articulation
of
final stop

Dorsal stop (PoA_DOR)
Coronal stop (PoA_COR)
Labial stop (PoA_LAB)

Syllabicity of word

Polysyllabic word (Syllables_P)
Monosyllabic word (Syllables_M)

Stress of final
syllable

Nonstressed syllable (Stress_N)
Stressed syllable (Stress)

１２１

Notes
Vowel_L(1)=lax vowel
Vowel_L(0)=tense vowel
Vowel_T(1)=tense vowel
Vowel_T(0)=lax vowel
Stop_VL(1)=voiceless stop
Stop_VL(0)=voiced stop
Stop_VD(1)=voiced stop
Stop_VD(0)=voiceless stop
PoA_DOR(1)=dorsal stop
PoA_DOR(0)=nondorsal stop
PoA_COR(1)=coronal stop
PoA_COR(0)=noncoronal stop
PoA_LAB(1)=labial stop
PoA_LAB(0)=nonlabial stop
Syllables_P(1)=polysyllabic word
Syllables_P(0)=monosyllabic word
Syllables_M(1)=monosyllabic word
Syllables_M(0)=polysyllabic word
Stress_N(1)=nonstressed syllable
Stress_N(0)=stressed syllable
Stress(1)=stressed syllable
Stress(0)=nonstressed syllable

Class

1: Vowel insertion

１２２

１２３

１２４

１２５

Class 2: No vowel insertion

１２６

１２７

１２８

Class 3: Optional vowel insertion

１２９

Appendix 2.
The experimental and filler items used in the production task and the syllable counting task

Experimental items (monosyllables 84 + disyllables 24 + trisyllables 24 = 132)
Place of articulation of final stops

Labials

Voicing of final stops

Voiced

Trisyllables
(24)

Stress

Voiceless

Voiced

Voiceless

kb
kb

h

kp
kp

h

kd
kd

kt
kt

fg
fg

fkh
fk

uː
(12)

vuːbh
vuːb

vuːph
vuːp

vuːdh
vuːd

vuːth
vut

vuːgh
vuːg

vuːkh
vuːk

iː
(12)

ziːbh
ziːb

ziːph
ziːp

ziːdh
ziːd

ziːth
ziːt

ziːgh
ziːg

ziːkh
ziːk

a
(12)

zabh
zab

zaph
zap

zadh
zad

zath
zat

zagh
zag

zakh
zak

e
(12)

vebh
veb

veph
vep

vedh
ved

veth
vet

vegh
veg

vekh
vek

o
(12)

zobh
zob

zoph
zop

zodh
zod

zoth
zot

zogh
zog

zokh
zok

o
(12)

vobh
vob

voph
vop

vodh
vod

voth
vot

vogh
vog

vokh
vok

Initial
(12)

gozbh
gozb

gozph
gozp

gozdh
gozd

gozth
gozt

gozgh
gozg

gozkh
gozk

Final
(12)

gozbh
gozb

gozph
gozp

gozdh
gozd

gozth
gozt

gozgh
gozg

gozkh
gozk

Middle
(12)

gomozbh
gomozb

gomozph
gomozp

gomozdh
gomozd

gomozth
gomozt

gomozgh
gomozg

gomozkh
gomozk

Final
(12)

gomozbh
gomozb

gomozph
gomozp

gomozdh
gomozd

gomozth
gomozt

gomozgh
gomozg

gomozh
gomozk

Tns
(72)

Stress

Voiced

h

Prestop
vowels

Disyllables
(24)

Voiceless

Dorsals



Lax
(12)

Monosyllables
(84)

Coronals

h

h

Filler items (21)
vjuː

rjuː

kjuː

s
kikr

v
mpdan

k
tmakal

vm
z
mktan

１３０

kjm
krimi
binetl

fiː
ramm
zmegal

viː
ziki
zpnan

Appendix 3. The experimental and filler items used in the categorization experiment

Experimental items (66×3=198)
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Words ending in a consonant (132)
Words ending
Words ending
in a released stop (66)
in an unreleased stop
(66)
h h
k t
kht
khdh
khd
fkh
fk
h
fg
fg
h h
k p
khp
khbh
khb
zath
zat
h
zad
zad
h
zak
zak
h
zag
zag
h
zap
zap
h
zab
zab
h
vet
vet
h
ved
ved
h
vek
vek
h
veg
veg
h
vep
vep
h
veb
veb
h
vuːt
vuːt
h
vuːd
vuːd
h
vuːk
vuːk
h
vuːg
vuːg
h
vuːp
vuːp
h
vuːb
vuːb
h
ziːt
ziːt
h
ziːd
ziːd
h
ziːk
ziːk
h
ziːg
ziːg
h
ziːp
ziːp
h
ziːb
ziːb
h
zot
zot
h
zod
zod
h
zok
zok
h
zog
zog
１３１

Words ending
in a vowel (66)
khth
khd
fkh
fg
khph
khb
zath
zad
zakh
zag
zaph
zab
veth
ved
vekh
veg
veph
veb
vuːth
vuːd
vuːkh
vuːg
vuːph
vuːb
ziːth
ziːd
ziːkh
ziːg
ziːph
ziːb
zoth
zod
zokh
zog

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

zoph
zobh
voth
vodh
vokh
vogh
voph
vobh
gozth

zop
zob
vot
vod
vok
vog
vop
vob
gozt

zoph
zob
voth
vod
vokh
vog
voph
vob
gozth

44

gozth

gozt

gozth

45

gozdh

gozd

gozd

46

gozd

h

gozd

gozd

47

gozk

h

gozk

gozkh

48

gozkh

gozk

gozkh

49

gozgh

gozg

gozg

50

gozg

h

gozg

gozg

51

gozp

h

gozp

gozph

52

gozph

gozp

gozph

53

gozbh

gozb

gozb

54

h

gozb

gozb

gozb

55

gomozt

h

gomozt

gomozth

56

gomozth

gomozt

gomozth

57

gomozdh

gomozd

gomozd

58

gomozdh

gomozd

gomozd

58

gomozk

h

gomozk

gomozkh

60

gomozkh

gomozk

gomozkh

61

gomozgh

gomozg

gomozg

62

gomozg

h

gomozg

gomozg

63

gomozph

gomozp

gomozph

64

gomozph

gomozp

gomozph

65

gomozbh

gomozb

gomozb

66

gomozb

gomozb

gomozb

h

Filler items (21)
vjuː

rjuː

kjuː

vm

kjm

s

v

k

z

kikr

mpdan

tmakal

mktan
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krimi

fiː
ramm

viː
ziki

binetl

zmegal

zpnan

Appendix 4. Vowel-final items heard as consonant-final and their responses

No.

Vowel-final
words

Voicing

Place

Vowel
tenseness

Syllable
count

Penultimate
stress

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

khth
khd
fkh
fg
khph
khb
zath
zad
zakh
zag
zaph
zab
veth
ved
vekh
veg
veph
veb
vuːth
vuːd
vuːkh
vuːg
vuːph
vuːb
ziːth
ziːd
ziːkh
ziːg
ziːph
ziːb
zoth
zod
zokh
zog
zoph
zob

[-voice]
[+voice]
[-voice]
[+voice]
[-voice]
[+voice]
[-voice]
[+voice]
[-voice]
[+voice]
[-voice]
[+voice]
[-voice]
[+voice]
[-voice]
[+voice]
[-voice]
[+voice]
[-voice]
[+voice]
[-voice]
[+voice]
[-voice]
[+voice]
[-voice]
[+voice]
[-voice]
[+voice]
[-voice]
[+voice]
[-voice]
[+voice]
[-voice]
[+voice]
[-voice]
[+voice]

Cor
Cor
Dor
Dor
Lab
Lab
Cor
Cor
Dor
Dor
Lab
Lab
Cor
Cor
Dor
Dor
Lab
Lab
Cor
Cor
Dor
Dor
Lab
Lab
Cor
Cor
Dor
Dor
Lab
Lab
Cor
Cor
Dor
Dor
Lab
Lab

Lax
Lax
Lax
Lax
Lax
Lax
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
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‘word ends in
consonant’
response (%)
7%
3%
10%
3%
10%
7%
3%
0%
10%
0%
10%
0%
0%
7%
7%
7%
7%
0%
13%
0%
17%
3%
7%
0%
10%
0%
3%
3%
7%
0%
3%
3%
10%
0%
3%
7%

37
38
39
40
41
42
43

voth
vod
vokh
vog
voph
vob
gozth

[-voice]
[+voice]
[-voice]
[+voice]
[-voice]
[+voice]
[-voice]

Cor
Cor
Dor
Dor
Lab
Lab
Cor

Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Tense
Lax

2
2
2
2
2
2
3

[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[+stress]
[-stress]

3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
7%
7%

44

gozth

[-voice]

Cor

Lax

3

[+stress]

3%

45

gozd

[+voice]

Cor

Lax

3

[-stress]

7%

46

gozd

[+voice]

Cor

Lax

3

[+stress]

7%

47

gozk 

[-voice]

Dor

Lax

3

[-stress]

13%

48

gozkh

[-voice]

Dor

Lax

3

[+stress]

3%

49

gozg

[+voice]

Dor

Lax

3

[-stress]

13%

50

gozg

[+voice]

Dor

Lax

3

[+stress]

3%

51

gozp 

[-voice]

Lab

Lax

3

[-stress]

10%

52

h

gozp 

[-voice]

Lab

Lax

3

[+stress]

10%

53

gozb

[+voice]

Lab

Lax

3

[-stress]

3%

54

gozb

[+voice]

Lab

Lax

3

[+stress]

10%

55

gomozth

[-voice]

Cor

Lax

4

[-stress]

7%

56

h

gomozt 

[-voice]

Cor

Lax

4

[+stress]

10%

57

gomozd

[+voice]

Cor

Lax

4

[-stress]

7%

58

gomozd

[+voice]

Cor

Lax

4

[+stress]

3%

59

gomozkh

[-voice]

Dor

Lax

4

[-stress]

3%

60

gomozkh

[-voice]

Dor

Lax

4

[+stress]

10%

61

gomozg

[+voice]

Dor

Lax

4

[-stress]

0%

62

gomozg

[+voice]

Dor

Lax

4

[+stress]

3%

63

gomozph

[-voice]

Lab

Lax

4

[-stress]

13%

64

gomozph

[-voice]

Lab

Lax

4

[+stress]

17%

65

gomozb

[+voice]

Lab

Lax

4

[-stress]

7%

66

gomozb

[+voice]

Lab

Lax

4

[+stress]

3%

h

h

Mean
SD
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5.7%
4.2%

Appendix 5. The experimental and filler items used in the similarity judgement experiment

Experimental items (English 132 + Korean 81 (A 27+ B 54) = 213)
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Korean word stimuli
with no final vowel
(A=27)
켓 k t
h

훽 fk

켑 k p
h

자잇 zait

자익 zaik

자입 zaip

베잇 veit

베익 veik

베입 veip

붓 vut

English word
stimuli
(X=132)
khth
kht
khdh
khd
fkh
fk
fgh
fg
khph
khp
khbh
khb
zath
zat
zadh
zad
zakh
zak
zagh
zag
zaph
zap
zabh
zab
veth
vet
vedh
ved
vekh
vek
vegh
veg
veph
vep
vebh
veb
vuːth
vuːt
vuːdh

Korean word stimuli
with a final vowel
(B=54)
케트 khth
케드 khd
훼크 fkh
훼그 fg
케프 khph
케브 khb
자이트 zaith
자이드 zaid
자이크 zaikh
자이그 zaig
자이프 zaiph
자이브 zaib
베이트 veith
베이드 veid
베이크 veikh
베이그 veig
베이프 veiph
베이브 veib
부트 vuth

１３５

40

vuːd

부드 vud

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

vuːkh
vuːk
vuːgh
vuːg
vuːph
vuːp
vuːbh
vuːb
ziːth
ziːt
ziːdh
ziːd
ziːkh
ziːk
ziːgh
ziːg
ziph
ziːp
ziːbh
ziːb
zoth
zot
zodh
zod
zokh
zok
zogh
zog
zoph
zop
zobh
zob
voth
vot
vodh
vod
vok
vok
vogh
vog
voph
vop
vobh
vob
gozth

부크 vukh

86

북 vuk

붑 vup

짓 zit

직 zik

집 zip

조잇 zoit

조익 zoik

조입 zoip

보웃 vout

보욱 vouk

보웁 voup

gozt

부그 vug
부프 vuph
부브 vub
지트 zith
지드 zid
지크 zikh
지그 zig
지프 ziph
지브 zib
조이트 zoith
조이드 zoid
조이크 zoikh
조이그 zoig
조이프 zoiph
조이브 zoib
보우트 vouth
보우드 voud
보우크 voukh
보우그 voug
보우프 vouph
보우브 voub

고제트 gozth
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87
88

gozth
고젯 gozt

gozt

89

gozdh

90

gozd

91

gozdh

92

gozd

93

gozkh

94

gozk

95
96

고젝 gozk

gozk
gozgh

98

gozg

99

h

gozg

100

gozg

101

gozph

102

gozp

104

고젭 gozp

고제크 gozkh

gozkh

97

103

고제드 gozd

고제그 gozg

고제프 gozph

gozph
gozp

105

gozbh

106

gozb

107

gozb

h

108

gozb

109

gomozth

110

gomozt

111
112

고모젯 gomozt

고제브 gozb

gomozth
gomozt

113

gomozdh

114

gomozd

115

gomozdh

116

gomozd

117

gomozkh

118

gomozk

119
120

고모젝 gomozk

122

gomozg

123

gomozg

124

gomozg

125

gomozph

126

gomozp

129

고모제크 gomozkh

gomozk
gomozgh

128

고모제드 gomozd

gomozkh

121

127

고모제트 gomozth

고모제그 gomozg

h

고모젭 gomozp

고모제프 gomozph

gomozph
gomozp
gomozbh
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130

gomozb

131

gomozbh

132

gomozb

고모제브 gomozb

Filler items (English 10 + Korean 20 = 30)
Korean nonce words (A)

English nonce words (X)
kju

Korean nonce words (B)

쿠 ku:
제쓰 tss’

z

젯 zt

비쓰 vis’

viː

빗 vit

류 lju

rju

루 lu:

밤 pam

vm

뱀 pm

krimi

크림 khrim

ramm

라이맘 lamam

kikr

키컬 khikhl

크리미

khrimi

라이멈 lamm
키커

khikh

큐 kju

부 pu

vju

뷰 pju

비네이탈 pinethal

binetl

비네이달 pinedal
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